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Unit 1 – concept 1 – questions  

Lesson 1  
 

Choose the correct answer: 
1) The ……………… is the building unit of a living organism's 

body. 

a. brick           b. cell                c. organ               d. blood 

 

2) Humans are ……………….. organisms. 

a. unicellular                        c. multicellular 

b. prokaryote                       d. simple 

 

3) An unaided human eye can see an object ………… millimeters 

long. 

a. 0.01              b. 0.005                c. 0.5             d. 0.001 

 

4) An unaided human eye can't see all the following, except 

………………….. 

a. an onion's cell                 c. a bacterial cell    

b.  a skin's cell                     d. a bird's unfertilized egg cell 

 

5) A living organism grows and reproduces by increasing the 

……………. of its body cells. 

a. number           b. size           c. volume         d. length 

 

6) All the following are multicellular living organisms, except 

…………….. 

a. a bean plant       b. a cat          c. bacteria        d. a human 

 

7) All the following are from the basic needs for the cell, 

except ……………. 

a. Water            b. oxygen           c. food         d. carbon dioxide 
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8) The ……………… regulates the substances that pass in or out 

of the cell. 

a. Nucleus                                c. cell wall 

b. plasma membrane            d. cytoplasm 

 

9) Which statement about the cells is false? 

a. All living organisms are composed of cells. 

b. All cells come from existing cells. 

c. Most cells are microscopic in size. 

d. All cells have a nucleus. 

 

Put (√) or (X) : 
1- Most cells are usually very small.                                       (     ) 

2- The unaided human eye can see a bacteria cell.             (     ) 

3- Different living organisms have similar cells that have similar 

functions.                                                                                (     ) 

4- Increasing the number of the living organism's cells occurs 

during reproduction process only.                                      (     ) 

5- The cell membrane allows water to enter the cell, but not to 

leave it.                                                                                    (     ) 

6- There must be a water imbalance at the two sides of the cell 

membrane, so that the cell won't burst.                           (     ) 

7- The cell membrane allows only the needed substances to 

enter the cell.                                                                         (      ) 

8- Scientists can use a telescope to see the very small cells. 

                                                                                                 (     ) 

9- An unfertilized bird egg contains more than one egg cell.  
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                                                                                                   (    ) 

10- Multicellular organisms consist of only one single cell, 

such as the plant cell.                                                             (     ) 

 

Write the scientific term: 

1. They are the building units of life on Earth.       ( ……………….. ) 

2. They are living organisms, and their bodies consist of more 

than one cell.                 ( ……………………………………………………. ) 

3. They are living organisms, and their bodies consist of only 

one cell.                          ( ……………………………………………………. ) 

4. It's a device used to see very small cells as a plant cell.  

                                                                ( ……………………………….. ) 

5. It controls the substances that enter or leave the cell. 

                                                                ( ………………………………… )  

6. It's a gas which the cell needs to get energy and perform its 

vital activities.                                  ( ……………………………………. ) 

7. They're materials released from the cell.  

                                                                    ( …………………………. ) 

8. It's a liquid material that is necessary for the cell to do its 

function well.                                          ( …………………………… )  
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Complete the following sentences using the words 

between the brackets: 
( nucleus - shape – oxygen - energy - cell membrane – size – 

waste products – food) 

1) Cells in our body are different in …………………….. and 

……………………. because they have different functions.  

2) All cells are composed of a ……………………. .  

3) A cell takes in ………………… and ……………….. to get 

…………………… but it releases  

4) Not all cells contain …………………… 

 

Correct the underlined words: 

1- Most cells are very large, so we can see them with our 

naked eyes.                                               ( ……………………… ) 

2- A cell is a simple structure that carries out its vital activities.  

                                                                      ( …………………………. ) 

3- Bacteria are multicellular living organisms. 

                                                                   ( …………………………….. ) 

4- Living organisms can be divided into multicellular and 

unicellular organisms according to the size of cells in their 

bodies.                                                          ( ……………………. ) 

5- The cell will shrink when too much water keeps entering it. 

                                                                      ( …………………….. ) 
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Cross out the odd word: 

a) Plant - Bacteria - Animal - Human 

b) A skin cell - A plant cell - An animal's cell - A bird's 

unfertilized egg cell 

c) Oxygen Water - Carbon dioxide - Food 

 

Choose from column (A) what suits it in column (B): 

Column (A) Column (B) 

1. A cell membrane 
2. A bird's unfertilized egg 

cell 
3. Bacterium 
4. A skin cell 

 

a. is smaller than 0.005 mm 
long. 

b. length ranges between 
0.005 to 0.1 mm. 

c. controls the amount of 
water that enters the cell. 

d. is a very large cell. 
 

 

Study the following figures, then complete the 

sentences below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) Figure ……… represents a bacterial 

cell, as it consists of ……………………. 

cell(s). 

2) Figure ……… represents the cells of a 

human skin. 
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Give reasons for: 

1. The cell provides the structure of the living organism's 

body. 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

2. A plant is considered a multicellular organism. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

3. Bacteria are considered unicellular organisms. 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. You can see a bird's unfertilized egg, but you can't see your 

skin cell without a microscope. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5. The cell membrane is very important for the cell. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

6. The cells of the same living organisms are different in shape 
and size. 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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7. The amount of water must be balanced at the two sides of 

the cell membrane. 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

What happens if: 

1- The cell can't get its basic needs. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

2- The cell membrane is absent in an animal cell. 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

3- Too much water enters the cell. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Lesson 2 

Choose the correct answer: 

1) …………………… was the first scientist to use the word "cell". 

a. Newton             b. Hooke           c. Edison           d. Einstein 

 

2) The nucleus was discovered during an observation of an 

enormous ………………… cell. 

a. animal           b. bacterial             c. human         d. plant 
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3) Scientists concluded that the ……………….. is the basic unit of 

the organism's structure. 

a. cell               b. organ                c. tissue            d. system 

 

4) All the following are form the parts of a compound 

microscope, except the ……………….. 

a. eyepiece                            c. illuminator 

b. objective lenses               d. objective mirrors 

 

5) The membrane of an onion consists of similar units called 

………………… 

a. cells             b. nuclei              c. organs              d. tissues 

 

6) You can change the power of magnifying of a microscope by 

using another ………………….. 

a. objective lens           b. eyepiece        c. mirror           d. arm 

 

Put (√) or (X): 
1. Developed microscopes have allowed scientists to make 

new discoveries.                                                                   (     ) 

2. Sometimes a single cell exists on its own as in bacteria.  

                                                                                                (      ) 

3. The membrane of an onion consists of different units called 

cells.                                                                                       (     )  

4. The cell in an onion membrane contains many components. 

                                                                                                (    ) 

5. A leaf cell and a red blood cell can exist in the same 

organism.                                                                              (     ) 

6. Scientists must be open to new ideas about how cells work. 

                                                                                                (      ) 
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Write the scientific term: 

1- It's a device that can be used to magnify cells. 

                                                                   ( …………………………………… ) 

2- They're the identical building units of living organisms. 

                                                                               ( ……………………….. )  

3- It's the type of water added on the samples in microscopes. 

                                                  ( ……………………………………………….. ) 

4- It's a part of the microscope through which you look at the 

sample.                                  ( ………………………………………….. )  

5- It's a part of the microscope that changes the magnifying 

power.                                    ( ……………………………………………. ) 

 

Correct the underlined words: 

I. A complex living system contains one cell. 

                                                                   ( ………………………………….. ) 

II. We use drops of tap water on the sample in a 

microscope.                             ( …………………………… ) 

III. We look at the sample through the objective lens of the 

microscope.                     ( ………………………………… ) 

IV. We change the magnifying power of the microscope by 

using a different mirror.                  ( …………………………….. ) 
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Cross out the odd word: 

❖ Objective lens - Stage clips - Eyepiece - Distilled water 
 

❖ A leaf cell - A red blood cell - A skin cell - A bird's 

unfertilized egg cell 

 

Choose from column (A) what suits it in column (B): 

Column (A) Column (B) 

1) The cell 
 

2) A compound 
microscope 

 

3) Changing the objective 
lens 

 

a) changes the magnifying 
power of the microscope. 

 

b) is the building unit of the 
living organism's 
structure. 

 

c) can be used to examine a 
thin membrane of an 
onion. 
 

 

Answer the following questions: 

Study the following three figures that represent the samples 

under a compound microscope, then put true or false: 

 

 

 

 

 

1. All the three samples represent microscopic cells.    (      )    

2. The three samples have different functions.               (      ) 
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3. All the three samples can exist in the same organism.  

                                                                                               (       ) 

4. Each figure represents the basic units that form an 

organism.                                                                             (       ) 

 

The following diagram represents the …………………………. 

Write the following labels: 

a) …………………………………… 

b) …………………………………… 

c) …………………………………… 

d) …………………………………… 

e) …………………………………… 

 

Give a reason for: 

The microscope is very important for the biologists and 

botanists. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

What happens if: 

The microscope wasn't invented. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Lesson 3 

Choose the correct answer: 

1) The human body is composed of ………………cells. 

a. 40 hundred      b. 40 thousand     c. 40 million    d. 40 trillion 

 

2) All the following are from the cells found in the animal body, 

except the …………………. 

a. blood cells                   c. bone cells 

b. xylem cells                  d. muscle cells 

 

3) A/An ………………… is a unicellular simple living organism. 

a. human           b. animal          c. bacterium            d. plant 

 

4) The tissue is a set of similar ……………………. 

a. systems         b. cells             c. organs                 d. organelles 

 

5) All the following are considered organs, except the 

………………..  

a. lung          b. heart           c. stomach        d. muscle tissue 

 

6) The systems that keep a multicellular organism alive are 

divided into ……………… levels. 

a. two               b. three            c. four             d. five 

 

7) All the following organelles are common in plants and 

animals cells, except the ………………… 

a. cytoplasm                    c. nucleus  

b. cell wall                        d. cell membrane 

 

8) Cell's components are suspended in the ………………….. 

a. Nucleus                     c. cytoplasm  

b. cell wall                     d. cell membrane 
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9) The ………………. surrounds the plant cell from outside and 

gives it a definite shape. 

a. Nucleus                         c. cytoplasm  

b. cell wall                         d. cell membrane 

 

10) The …………….. is a liquid that fills the cavity of the cell and 

is surrounded by the cell membrane. 

a. Nucleus                    c. cytoplasm  

b. cell wall                   d. mitochondrion 

 

11) The ……………. surrounds the cytoplasm and controls the 

substances that enter or leave the cell. 

a. cell wall                    c. plasma membrane  

b. nucleus                    d. mitochondrion 

 

Put (√) or (x): 
1- The number of cells in plants and animals varies from a 

species to another.                                                               (      ) 

2- A stomach consists of a group of tissues.                         (      ) 

3- The liver is a tissue, while the heart is an organ.            (      ) 

4- The respiratory system consists of a set of cells.            (      ) 

5- The cell is the smallest building unit of a living organism. 

                                                                                                 (      ) 

6- Both the mitochondrion and plasma membrane are found in 

plant and animal cells.                                                         (      ) 

 

7- The cell membrane surrounds the plant cell from outside. 

                                                                                                       (      ) 
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8- Nucleus, mitochondria and cell membrane float in the 

cytoplasm.                                                                             (      ) 

9- The outermost layer of the cell is called "cell membrane". 

                                                                                                 (     ) 

Write the scientific term: 

1. It is a structure inside the cell that has a specific function. 

                                                                ( ……………………………….. ) 

2. It is a set of tissues forming a structural unit to perform a 

specific function.                 ( ………………………………………… ) 

3. It is a group of identical cells that perform the same 

function.                                        ( ……………………………………. ) 

4. It is a group of organs that perform a specific function. 

                                                         ( ……………………………………. ) 

5. It's a liquid in which the cell's organelles float. 

                                                            ( …………………………………. ) 

6. It's a feature through which the cell membrane determines 

which substances will pass through.  

                         ( ………………………………………………………………... ) 

7. It's the outer lining of the cell that surrounds the cytoplasm. 

                                                     ( ………………………………………… ) 

8. It's the structure that controls the cell activities. 

                                                          ( ……………………………………… ) 

9. They are the powerhouses of energy in the cell. 
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                                                         ( …………………………………….. ) 

10. It's a process of using oxygen to get chemical energy from 

food in the cell.                          ( ………………………………………. ) 

 

Complete the following sentences using the words 

between the brackets: 
( cells - similar - nucleus - organelles – tissues ) 

 

1) A cell consists of ………………………… that are functioning in 

………………………………… ways to maintain the cell. 

2) An organ is composed of a set of ……………………….. that are 

composed of a group of …………………………….. 

3) The ………………………… in the cell is responsible for cell 

division. 

Correct the underlined words:  

A) A system is composed of a set of tissues that work together. 

                                                                             ( …………………….. ) 

B) The stomach and lung are considered systems. 

                                                                            ( ……………………… ) 

C) The liver consists of a group of organelles. 

                                                                          ( ………………………. ) 

D) The cytoplasm is the control center of the cell. 

                                                                   ( …………………………….. ) 
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E) The cell wall is a semi-permeable membrane that controls 

the substances entering the cell.    

                                                          ( ……………………………………… ) 

F) Photosynthesis process takes place inside the mitochondria. 

                                                           ( ……………………………………. ) 

G) The plant cell is the building unit of the human body. 

                                                                              ( ………………….. ) 

 

Cross out the odd word: 

• Cell membrane - Cell wall - Nucleus – Cytoplasm 
 

• Digestive system - Respiratory system - Circulatory system - 

Heart  
 

• Blood cell - Stomach - Lung - Liver 

 

Choose from column (A) what suits it in column (B): 

Column (A) Column (B) 

1- Nucleus 
 

2- Cell membrane  
 

3- Cell wall 
 

a- is the control center of the 
cell. 

b- supports the plant cell 
from outside. 

c- controls the substances 
passing into or out of the 
cell. 
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Answer the following questions: 

Study the following three figures, then answer: 

 

 

 

 

The following diagram represents the …………………………. 

Write the following labels: 

a) ………………………………………….. 

b) ………………………………………….. 

c) ………………………………………….. 

d) ………………………………………….. 

 

Give reasons for: 

❖ All organs of the digestive system work together. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

❖ The cell membrane has the selective permeability property. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

A) Figure (     ) consists of tissues. 
 

B) Figure (     ) represents a group of 

cells. 
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❖ The nucleus has an important role for the cell. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

❖ The mitochondrion has an important role for the cell. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

What happens if: 

1) The cell wall in the plant cell is absent. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

2) The mitochondria are absent from an animal cell. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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Lesson 4 

Choose the correct answer: 

1. Which of the following is found in both plant and animal 

cells? 

a. Cell membrane               c. Large, water-filled vacuole 

b. Cell wall                           d. Chloroplast 

 

2. Which two organelles are involved in transportation? 

a. Nucleus and endoplasmic reticulum 

b. Mitochondria and nucleus 

c. Chloroplast and Golgi apparatus 

d. Endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi apparatus 

 

3. Photosynthesis process takes place in the ………………… while 

cellular respiration takes place in the ……………….. 

a. nucleus – cytoplasm            c. mitochondria – chloroplast 

b. mitochondria – nucleus      d. chloroplast - mitochondria 

 

4. ……………………. are unique structures that exist only in the 

plant cell. 

a. Mitochondria     b. Nuclei      c. Vacuoles     d. Chloroplasts 

 

5. The plant cell is distinguished from the animal cell by the 

presence of ………………… and ……………………. 

a. chloroplasts - nucleus               c. chloroplasts - cell wall 

b. nucleus - cell wall                      d. nucleus - cytoplasm 

 

6. The …………………. release(s) energy to power the cell. 

a. Mitochondria                 c. nucleus    

b. cell wall                           d. cell membrane 
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7. …………………. is the command center of the cell. 

a. Chloroplast                       c. Nucleus  

b. Mitochondrion                d. Cell membrane 

 

8. All the following can be stored in the cell vacuole, except 

………………………….. 

a. waste          b. cytoplasm            c. water          d. nutrients 

 

9. The ……………….. transports proteins in the cell. 

a. golgi apparatus            c. endoplasmic reticulum 

b. Mitochondrion             d. nucleus 

 

10. The ………………… controls the substances that enter or 

leave the cell. 

a. cytoplasm     b. cell wall      c. nucleus      d. cell membrane 

 

11. The envelopes of the cell used for transporting materials 

are the ………………. 

a. nuclei                               c. mitochondria 

b. chloroplasts                    d. Golgi bodies 

 

12. The ……………… in the cell resembles the powerful brick 

wall of a city. 

a. Nucleus      b. cell wall     c. cytoplasm     d. cell membrane 

 

13. Golgi apparatus can ………………… inside the cell. 

a. transport protein                  c. makes proteins 

b. package waste                      d. a and b 
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Put (√) or (x): 

1- Both plant and animal cells have common organelles to 

organize and maintain the cell.                                         (     ) 

2- Chloroplasts release energy from the food, but mitochondria 

produce energy from the sunlight.                                   (     ) 

3- Chloroplasts have yellow grains called chlorophyll pigment. 

                                                                                                (     ) 

4- The outermost layer of a plant cell is the cell wall, but the 

outermost layer in an animal cell is the cell membrane. 

                                                                                                (     ) 

5- The animal cell has a definite shape, while the plant cell has 

an indefinite shape.                                                             (     ) 

6- Golgi apparatus can transport materials inside cells, but it 

can't transport them outside them.                                 (     ) 

7- The plant cell has a larger vacuole than that of the animal 

cell.                                                                                         (    ) 

8- The cell membrane looks like guards at the gates of a city. 

                                                                                                (    ) 

Write the scientific term: 

1) They help plant and animal cells control, organize, and 

maintain the cell.                                 ( ……………………………….. ) 

2) It controls the functions inside the cell and cell division. 

                                                             ( …………………………………… ) 
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3) They are saclike organelles that store nutrients, water, and 

waste.                                                 ( …………………………………… ) 

4) It's the fluid found in the cell that holds its organelles.  

                                                       ( ……………………………………….. ) 

5) They're organelles in the plant cell that convert light energy 

into sugar.                                     ( ……………………………………….. )  

6) They're organelles in the plant cell that power the cell with 

energy.                                          ( ……………………………………….. ) 

7) It's a process that occurs inside the chloroplast. 

                                                           ( …………………………………… ) 

8)  It's a process that occurs inside the mitochondria. 

                                                           ( …………………………………… ) 

 

Complete the following sentences using the words 

between the brackets: 

( Golgi apparatus - sugar - Mitochondria – chloroplasts – 

exoskeleton - chlorophyll - Bones - endoplasmic reticulum ) 

• ………………………. support(s) the fish body shape, while 

a/an ………………………….. supports that of insects. 

• In the photosynthesis process, …………………………. absorb(s) 

sunlight, where ……………………………. use(s) it to make the 

plant's food. 

• ………………………. transport(s) proteins produced by the 

………………………………. through the cell.  
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• ………………………….. convert(s) ……………………….. into energy 

that is needed for the cell activities. 

 

Correct the underlined words: 

➢ Chloroplasts have a green color due to the presence of 

iodine pigment.                                         ( …….……………………… ) 

➢ A plant cell has a rigid shape due to the presence of the cell 

membrane.                                                   ( …………………………. ) 

➢ Insects have a hard, shell-like support called an 

endoskeleton.                                            ( ……………………………. ) 

➢ Cytoplasm is a solid matter that surrounds the cell's 

organelles.                                                          ( ……………………. ) 

➢ The endoplasmic reticulum helps in the assembly and 

transport of fats in the cell.                            ( ……………………… ) 

➢ The endoplasmic reticulum is the post office that packages 

proteins in the cell.                               ( ………………………………… ) 

 

Cross out the odd word: 

❖ Nucleus - Endoplasmic reticulum - Mitochondria - 

Chloroplasts  
 

❖ Horses - Plants - Dogs – Insects 
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Choose from column (A) what suits it in column (B): 
 

Column (A) Column (B) 

1. Mitochondrion 
 

2. Golgi apparatus  
 
3. Chloroplast 

 
4. Vacuole 

 
5. Endoplasmic reticulum 

 
6. Nucleus 

a) is the packaging factory 
for the cell. 

b) is the food factory of the 
cell. 

c) resembles the 
construction worker of a 
city. 

d) is the powerhouse of 
the cell.  

e) is considered the 
storage facility of the 
cell. 

f) resembles the city hall 
that controls all the cell 
activities. 

 

Answer the following questions: 

Study the following three figures, then answer: 

 

 

 

 

o Figure (       ) converts sugar into energy.  

o Figure (       ) is considered the protein maker in the cell. 

o Figure (       ) helps in assembling and transporting 

proteins. 
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The following diagrams represent the 

…………………….. and …………………………… 

Write the following labels: 

a) ……………………………………. 

b) ……………………………………. 

c) ……………………………………. 

d) ……………………………………. 

e) ……………………………………. 

 

Mention the function of parts b and d. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

 

Give reasons for: 

▪ Both plant and animal cells have common organelles. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

▪ Animals can't make their own food. 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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▪ Nucleus is the command center of the cell. 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

▪ The animal cell has an indefinite shape, but the plant cell has 

a definite shape. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

▪ Animals can keep their shapes. 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

▪ The vacuole of the plant cell is larger than that of the animal 

cell. 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

▪ Mitochondria are considered the powerhouse of the cell. 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

▪ The Golgi apparatus resembles the post office of a city. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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▪ The chloroplasts are the food factories of the cell. 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

▪ Endoplasmic reticulum has an important role in the cell. 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

What happens if: 
 

1- Chloroplasts in a plant cell are damaged or functioning 

improperly. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

2- Mitochondria stopped converting sugar into energy. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

3- The endoplasmic reticulum is absent from the cell. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

4- The Golgi apparatus is absent from the cell. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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5- The plant has a small vacuole. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Lesson 5 & 6 

Choose the correct answer: 

1. Cell biologists use microscopes to magnify ………………… to 

appear larger. 

a. stones          b. bricks            c. cells                d. rocks 

 

2. Cell biologists do experiments and analyze data to study all 

the following, except ………………….. 

a. how cells respond to different medicines.  

b. how rocks are formed on Earth's surface. 

c. how cells can work to repair body parts. 

d. how plant cells respond to different environmental 

factors. 

 

3. To see the structure of a cell under microscope we must 

color it by using …………………. 

a. stains          b. water           c. sunlight        d. vinegar 

 

4. Methylene blue dye helps us to see the ……………………. of 

the cell as a blue area under microscope. 

a. cytoplasm                         c. chloroplast 

b. Golgi apparatus               d. nucleus 
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5. The 3D microscope can help in all the following, except that 

it helps ……..  

a. cell biologists learning more about cell components. 

b. scientists to know how planets revolve around the 

sun. 

c. doctors to treat some diseases as cancer. 

d. cell biologists learning more about how cells divide. 

 

Put (√) or (x): 
1) Cells are very large, as the diameter of an animal cell is about 

0.001 cm.                                                                           (      ) 

2) Cell biologists are scientists who study rocks.             (      ) 

3) Cell biologists work in laboratories and do experiments to 

study how cells work inside living organisms.             (      ) 

4) Cells are usually clear and colorless, so it is easy to see their 

structures under microscope.                                        (      ) 

5) The 3D microscope can help doctors to treat cancer disease. 

                                                                                            (      ) 

 

Write the scientific term of each of the following: 

1- They are scientists who study cells.    

                                                           ( …………………………………… ) 

2- A stain that is used to color the nucleus of the cell in blue 

color.                                                 ( ……………………………………… ) 

3- The microscope that helps us to see the top, sides and layers 

of the cell.                                        ( ……………………………………. ) 
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Complete the following sentences using the words 

below:  
( methylene blue - microscope – agriculture - cell biologists - 

doctors ) 

 

A) Cell biologists use ………………………… to magnify cells of 

bacteria. 

B) Cell biologists work in …………………………….. to study plant 

cells and their respond different environmental factors. 

C) Cell biologists work with …………………………… to watch how 

cells can work to repair the human body parts. 

D) To see the nucleus of a cell under microscope, we can stain 

the cell with …………………………………. 

E) The 3D microscope can help …………………………… learn more 

about how cells divide. 

 

Give reasons for: 
➢ Some cell biologists work with doctors. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

➢ We must stain cells before examining them under 

microscope. 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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What happens if… 

We stain a sample of cheek cells with methylene blue dye. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Look at the opposite picture, then complete the 

following sentences: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. These cells are stained by ………………………….. dye. 

 

Look at the opposite picture, then answer the following 

questions: (A) Put (√) or (x): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. These cells are seem large, 

because they are magnified by 

using ……………………. 

 

2. The structure of the cell which 

appears clearly with blue color in 

the opposite picture is the 

…………………. 

 

 

3. These cells are stained by 

………………. dye. 

 

Cheek cells  

1. This device helps doctors to treat 

some diseases such as cancer.       (     ) 
 

2. This device doesn't need a computer 

to do its functions.                           (     ) 
 

3. This device helps cell biologists to see 

the cells in 3D.                                   (     ) 
 

3D microscope  
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(B) Rearrange the following sentences in the right order to 

show how this device works: 

- A computer puts these layers together.           (        ) 

- Colors are added to the formed image.           (        ) 

- It takes pictures of a cell in layers.                    (        ) 
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Unit 1 – concept 1 – answers 

Lesson 1  
 

Choose the correct answer: 
1) The ……………… is the building unit of a living organism's 

body. 

a. brick           b. cell                c. organ               d. blood 

 

2) Humans are ……………….. organisms. 

a. unicellular                        c. multicellular 

b. prokaryote                       d. simple 

 

3) An unaided human eye can see an object ………… millimeters 

long. 

a. 0.01              b. 0.005                c. 0.5             d. 0.001 

 

4) An unaided human eye can't see all the following, except 

………………….. 

a. an onion's cell                 c. a bacterial cell    

b.  a skin's cell                     d. a bird's unfertilized egg cell 

 

5) A living organism grows and reproduces by increasing the 

……………. of its body cells. 

a. number           b. size           c. volume         d. length 

 

6) All the following are multicellular living organisms, except 

…………….. 

a. a bean plant       b. a cat          c. bacteria        d. a human 

 

7) All the following are from the basic needs for the cell, 

except ……………. 

a. Water            b. oxygen           c. food         d. carbon dioxide 
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8) The ……………… regulates the substances that pass in or out 

of the cell. 

a. Nucleus                                c. cell wall 

b. plasma membrane            d. cytoplasm 

 

9) Which statement about the cells is false? 

a. All living organisms are composed of cells. 

b. All cells come from existing cells. 

c. Most cells are microscopic in size. 

d. All cells have a nucleus.  

 

Put (√) or (X) : 

1- Most cells are usually very small.                                       (  √  ) 
2- The unaided human eye can see a bacteria cell.             (  X  ) 
3- Different living organisms have similar cells that have similar 

functions.                                                                                (  X  ) 
4- Increasing the number of the living organism's cells occurs 

during reproduction process only.                                     (  √  ) 
5- The cell membrane allows water to enter the cell, but not to 

leave it.                                                                                    (  X  ) 
6- There must be a water imbalance at the two sides of the cell 

membrane, so that the cell won't burst.                           ( X  ) 
7- The cell membrane allows only the needed substances to 

enter the cell.                                                                         ( √ ) 
8- Scientists can use a telescope to see the very small cells. 

                                                                                                        ( X ) 
9- An unfertilized bird egg contains more than one egg cell.  

                                                                                                        ( X ) 
10- Multicellular organisms consist of only one single cell, 

such as the plant cell.                                                            ( X ) 
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Write the scientific term: 

1. They are the building units of life on Earth.       ( cells ) 
2. They are living organisms, and their bodies consist of more 

than one cell.                                   ( multicellular organisms ) 
3. They are living organisms, and their bodies consist of only 

one cell.                                              ( unicellular organisms ) 
4. It's a device used to see very small cells as a plant cell.  

                                                                              ( microscope ) 
5. It controls the substances that enter or leave the cell. 

                                                                            ( cell membrane )  
6. It's a gas which the cell needs to get energy and perform its 

vital activities.                                                 ( oxygen gas ) 
7. They're materials released from the cell.  

                                                                             ( waste products ) 
8. It's a liquid material that is necessary for the cell to do its 

function well.                                                     ( water )  
 

Complete the following sentences using the words 

between the brackets: 
( nucleus - shape – oxygen - energy - cell membrane – size – 

waste products – food) 

1) Cells in our body are different in size and shape because 
they have different functions.  

2) All cells are composed of a cell membrane.  
3) A cell takes in oxygen and food to get energy but it 

releases waste products. 
4) Not all cells contain nucleus. 

 

Correct the underlined words: 

1- Most cells are very large, so we can see them with our 
naked eyes.                                                            ( small ) 

2- A cell is a simple structure that carries out its vital activities.  
                                                                                     ( complex ) 
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3- Bacteria are multicellular living organisms. 
                                                                                  ( unicellular ) 
4- Living organisms can be divided into multicellular and 

unicellular organisms according to the size of cells in their 
bodies.                                                                 ( number ) 

5- The cell will shrink when too much water keeps entering it. 
                                                                                       ( swell ) 
 

Cross out the odd word: 

a) Plant - Bacteria - Animal - Human 

b) A skin cell - A plant cell - An animal's cell - A bird's 

unfertilized egg cell 

c) Oxygen - Water - Carbon dioxide - Food 

 

Choose from column (A) what suits it in column (B): 

Column (A) Column (B) 

1. A cell membrane              c 
 

2. A bird's unfertilized egg 

cell                                      d  
 

3. Bacterium                         a 
 

4. A skin cell                          b 

 

a. is smaller than 0.005 mm 
long. 

b. length ranges between 
0.005 to 0.1 mm. 

c. controls the amount of 
water that enters the cell. 

d. is a very large cell. 
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Study the following figures, then complete the 

sentences below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Give reasons for: 

1. The cell provides the structure of the living organism's 

body. 

o Because it’s the building blocks of living organisms. 
 

 

2. A plant is considered a multicellular organism. 
o Because they are organisms that have more than one 

cell. 
 

3. Bacteria are considered unicellular organisms. 
o Because they are organisms made up of only one cell. 

 
4. You can see a bird's unfertilized egg, but you can't see your 

skin cell without a microscope. 

o Because the unfertilized bird egg contains only one 

egg cell and it’s very large, but the skin cell is very 

small and we need microscope to see it. 

 

5. The cell membrane is very important for the cell. 

o Because it regulates which substances can enter or 

leave the cell.  

 

1) Figure b represents a bacterial cell, 

as it consists of only one cell(s). 

2) Figure a represents the cells of a 

human skin. 
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6. The cells of the same living organisms are different in shape 
and size. 
o Because they have different functions. 

 

 

7. The amount of water must be balanced at the two sides of 
the cell membrane. 
o Because if too much water enters the cell, the cell will 

swell until it bursts. 
 

 

What happens if: 

1- The cell can't get its basic needs. 

o The cell will not get energy and grow so it will die. 

 

2- The cell membrane is absent in an animal cell. 

o There will be imbalance in leaving or entering the 

substances. 
 

3- Too much water enters the cell. 

o The cell will swell until it bursts.  

 

Lesson 2 

Choose the correct answer: 

1) …………………… was the first scientist to use the word "cell". 

a. Newton             b. Hooke           c. Edison           d. Einstein 

 

2) The nucleus was discovered during an observation of an 

enormous ………………… cell. 

a. animal           b. bacterial             c. human         d. plant 

 

3) Scientists concluded that the ……………….. is the basic unit of 

the organism's structure. 

a. cell               b. organ                c. tissue            d. system 
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4) All the following are form the parts of a compound 

microscope, except the ……………….. 

a. eyepiece                            c. illuminator 

b. objective lenses               d. objective mirrors 

 

5) The membrane of an onion consists of similar units called 

………………… 

a. cells             b. nuclei              c. organs              d. tissues 

 

6) You can change the power of magnifying of a microscope by 

using another ………………….. 

a. objective lens           b. eyepiece        c. mirror           d. arm 

 

Put (√) or (X): 
1. Developed microscopes have allowed scientists to make 

new discoveries.                                                                   (  √  ) 
2. Sometimes a single cell exists on its own as in bacteria.  

                                                                                                         (  √  ) 
3. The membrane of an onion consists of different units called 

cells.                                                                                       (  √  )  
4. The cell in an onion membrane contains many components. 

                                                                                                       (  √  ) 
5. A leaf cell and a red blood cell can exist in the same 

organism.                                                                              (  X  ) 
6. Scientists must be open to new ideas about how cells work. 

                                                                                                      (  √  ) 
 

Write the scientific term: 

1- It's a device that can be used to magnify cells. 
                                                                                  ( microscope ) 
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2- They're the identical building units of living organisms. 
                                                                                        ( cells )  

3- It's the type of water added on the samples in microscopes. 
                                                                              ( distilled water ) 

4- It's a part of the microscope through which you look at the 
sample.                                                              ( eyepiece )  

5- It's a part of the microscope that changes the magnifying 
power.                                                           ( objective lens ) 

 

Correct the underlined words: 

I. A complex living system contains one cell. 
                                                                   ( more than one cell ) 

II. We use drops of tap water on the sample in a 
microscope.                                               ( distilled ) 

III. We look at the sample through the objective lens of the 
microscope.                                             ( eyepiece ) 

IV. We change the magnifying power of the microscope by 
using a different mirror.                  ( objective lens ) 

  

Cross out the odd word: 

❖ Objective lens - Stage clips - Eyepiece - Distilled water 
 

❖ A leaf cell - A red blood cell - A skin cell - A bird's 

unfertilized egg cell 
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Choose from column (A) what suits it in column (B): 

Column (A) Column (B) 

1) The cell                        b 
 

2) A compound 

microscope                  c 
 

3) Changing the objective 

lens                              a 

  

a) changes the magnifying 
power of the microscope. 

 

b) is the building unit of the 
living organism's 
structure. 

 

c) can be used to examine a 
thin membrane of an 
onion. 

 
 

Answer the following questions: 

Study the following three figures that represent the samples 

under a compound microscope, then put true or false: 

 

 

 

 

 

1. All the three samples represent microscopic cells.    (  √  )    
2. The three samples have different functions.               (  √  ) 
3. All the three samples can exist in the same organism.  

                                                                                                    (  X  ) 
4. Each figure represents the basic units that form an 

organism.                                                                           (  √  ) 
 

The following diagram represents the structure of compound 

microscope. 
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Write the following labels: 

a) Eyepiece 
b) Objective lenses 
c) Stage  
d) illuminator 
e) Base 

 

Give a reason for: 

The microscope is very important for the biologists and 

botanists. 

o To be able to look at small things in more details. 

What happens if: 

The microscope wasn't invented. 

o Scientists would not be able to discover the cell and its 

structure. 

 
Lesson 3 

Choose the correct answer: 

1) The human body is composed of ……………… cells. 

a. 40 hundred      b. 40 thousand     c. 40 million    d. 40 trillion 

 

2) All the following are from the cells found in the animal body, 

except the …………………. 

a. blood cells                   c. bone cells 

b. xylem cells                  d. muscle cells 

 

3) A/An ………………… is a unicellular simple living organism. 

a. human           b. animal          c. bacterium            d. plant 
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4) The tissue is a set of similar ……………………. 

a. systems         b. cells             c. organs                 d. organelles 

 

5) All the following are considered organs, except the 

………………..  

a. lung          b. heart           c. stomach        d. muscle tissue 

 

6) The systems that keep a multicellular organism alive are 

divided into ……………… levels. 

a. two               b. three            c. four             d. five 

 

7) All the following organelles are common in plants and 

animals cells, except the ………………… 

a. cytoplasm                    c. nucleus  

b. cell wall                        d. cell membrane 

 

8) Cell's components are suspended in the ………………….. 

a. Nucleus                     c. cytoplasm  

b. cell wall                     d. cell membrane 

 

9) The ………………. surrounds the plant cell from outside and 

gives it a definite shape. 

a. Nucleus                         c. cytoplasm  

b. cell wall                         d. cell membrane 

 

10) The …………….. is a liquid that fills the cavity of the cell and 

is surrounded by the cell membrane. 

a. Nucleus                    c. cytoplasm  

b. cell wall                   d. mitochondrion 

 

11) The ……………. surrounds the cytoplasm and controls the 

substances that enter or leave the cell. 

a. cell wall                    c. plasma membrane  
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b. nucleus                    d. mitochondrion 

 

Put (√) or (x): 
1- The number of cells in plants and animals varies from a 

species to another.                                                               (  √  ) 
2- A stomach consists of a group of tissues.                         (  √  ) 
3- The liver is a tissue, while the heart is an organ.            (  X  ) 
4- The respiratory system consists of a set of cells.            (  X  ) 
5- The cell is the smallest building unit of a living organism. 

                                                                                                       (  √  ) 
6- Both the mitochondrion and plasma membrane are found in 

plant and animal cells.                                                         (  √  ) 
7- The cell membrane surrounds the plant cell from outside. 

                                                                                                       (  √  ) 

8- Nucleus, mitochondria and cell membrane float in the 
cytoplasm.                                                                             ( X ) 

9- The outermost layer of the cell is called "cell membrane". 

                                                                                                      (  √  ) 
 

Write the scientific term: 

1. It is a structure inside the cell that has a specific function. 
                                                                                    ( organelle ) 
2. It is a set of tissues forming a structural unit to perform a 

specific function.                                                  ( organ ) 
3. It is a group of identical cells that perform the same 

function.                                                                 ( tissue ) 
4. It is a group of organs that perform a specific function. 

                                                                                       ( system ) 
5. It's a liquid in which the cell's organelles float. 

                                                                                    ( cytoplasm ) 
6. It's a feature through which the cell membrane determines 

which substances will pass through.  
                                                                    ( selective permeability ) 
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7. It's the outer lining of the cell that surrounds the cytoplasm. 
                                                                            ( cell membrane ) 
8. It's the structure that controls the cell activities. 

                                                                                     ( nucleus ) 
9. They are the powerhouses of energy in the cell. 

                                                                               ( mitochondria ) 
10. It's a process of using oxygen to get chemical energy from 

food in the cell.                                       ( cellular respiration ) 
 

Complete the following sentences using the words 

between the brackets: 
( cells - similar - nucleus - organelles – tissues ) 

 

1) A cell consists of organelles that are functioning in similar 
ways to maintain the cell. 

2) An organ is composed of a set of tissues that are composed 
of a group of cells. 

3) The nucleus in the cell is responsible for cell division. 
 
 

Correct the underlined words:  

A) A system is composed of a set of tissues that work together. 
                                                                                              ( organs ) 
B) The stomach and lung are considered systems. 

                                                                                              ( organs ) 
C) The liver consists of a group of organelles. 

                                                                                            ( tissues ) 
D) The cytoplasm is the control center of the cell. 

                                                                                          ( nucleus ) 
E) The cell wall is a semi-permeable membrane that controls 

the substances entering the cell.    
                                                                             ( cell membrane ) 
F) Photosynthesis process takes place inside the mitochondria. 

                                                                      ( cellular respiration ) 
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G) The plant cell is the building unit of the human body. 
                                                                              ( animal ) 
 

Cross out the odd word: 

• Cell membrane - Cell wall - Nucleus – Cytoplasm 
 

• Digestive system - Respiratory system - Circulatory system - 
Heart  

 

• Blood cell - Stomach - Lung - Liver 
 

Choose from column (A) what suits it in column (B): 

Column (A) Column (B) 

1- Nucleus                         a 

 

2- Cell membrane            c 

 

3- Cell wall                        b 

 

a- is the control center of the 
cell. 

b- supports the plant cell 
from outside. 

c- controls the substances 
passing into or out of the 
cell. 

 

Answer the following questions: 

Study the following three figures, then answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A) Figure ( b ) consists of tissues. 
 

B) Figure ( a ) represents a group of 

cells. 
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The following diagram represents the structure of animal cell. 

Write the following labels: 

a) Nucleus  
b) Mitochondria  
c) Cytoplasm  
d) Cell membrane 

 

Give reasons for: 

❖ All organs of the digestive system work together. 

o Because each organ performs a specific function to 

form the digestive system.  

❖ The cell membrane has the selective permeability property. 

o Because some substances can pass through it, while 

others can’t. 

❖ The nucleus has an important role for the cell. 

o Because it’s responsible for controlling cell activities 

such as making proteins and cell division.  

 

❖ The mitochondrion has an important role for the cell. 

o Because they are powerhouses that supply the cell 

with energy, and cellular respiration takes place in it.  

 

What happens if: 

1) The cell wall in the plant cell is absent. 

o The plant cell will have indefinite shape.  
 

2) The mitochondria are absent from an animal cell. 

o The cell will not supply with energy and cellular 

respiration doesn’t take place.   
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Lesson 4 

Choose the correct answer: 

1. Which of the following is found in both plant and animal 

cells? 

a. Cell membrane               c. Large, water-filled vacuole 

b. Cell wall                           d. Chloroplast 

 

2. Which two organelles are involved in transportation? 

a. Nucleus and endoplasmic reticulum 

b. Mitochondria and nucleus 

c. Chloroplast and Golgi apparatus 

d. Endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi apparatus 

 

3. Photosynthesis process takes place in the ………………… while 

cellular respiration takes place in the ……………….. 

a. nucleus – cytoplasm            c. mitochondria – chloroplast 

b. mitochondria – nucleus      d. chloroplast - mitochondria 

 

4. ……………………. are unique structures that exist only in the 

plant cell. 

a. Mitochondria     b. Nuclei      c. Vacuoles     d. Chloroplasts 

 

5. The plant cell is distinguished from the animal cell by the 

presence of ………………… and ……………………. 

a. chloroplasts - nucleus               c. chloroplasts - cell wall 

b. nucleus - cell wall                      d. nucleus - cytoplasm 

 

6. The …………………. release(s) energy to power the cell. 

a. Mitochondria                 c. nucleus    

b. cell wall                           d. cell membrane 

 

7. …………………. is the command center of the cell. 
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a. Chloroplast                       c. Nucleus  

b. Mitochondrion                d. Cell membrane 

 

8. All the following can be stored in the cell vacuole, except 

………………………….. 

a. waste          b. cytoplasm            c. water          d. nutrients 

 

9. The ……………….. transports proteins in the cell. 

a. Golgi apparatus            c. endoplasmic reticulum 

b. Mitochondrion             d. nucleus 

 

10. The ………………… controls the substances that enter or 

leave the cell. 

a. cytoplasm     b. cell wall      c. nucleus      d. cell membrane 

 

11. The envelopes of the cell used for transporting materials 

are the ………………. 

a. nuclei                               c. mitochondria 

b. chloroplasts                    d. Golgi bodies 

 

12. The ……………… in the cell resembles the powerful brick 

wall of a city. 

a. Nucleus      b. cell wall     c. cytoplasm     d. cell membrane 

 

13. Golgi apparatus can ………………… inside the cell. 

a. transport protein                  c. makes proteins 

b. package waste                      d. a and b 

 

Put (√) or (x): 

1- Both plant and animal cells have common organelles to 

organize and maintain the cell.                                         ( √ ) 
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2- Chloroplasts release energy from the food, but mitochondria 
produce energy from the sunlight.                                   ( X ) 

3- Chloroplasts have yellow grains called chlorophyll pigment. 
                                                                                                      ( X ) 
4- The outermost layer of a plant cell is the cell wall, but the 

outermost layer in an animal cell is the cell membrane. 

                                                                                                     ( √ ) 
5- The animal cell has a definite shape, while the plant cell has 

an indefinite shape.                                                             ( X ) 
6- Golgi apparatus can transport materials inside cells, but it 

can't transport them outside them.                                 ( X ) 
7- The plant cell has a larger vacuole than that of the animal 

cell.                                                                                         ( √ ) 
8- The cell membrane looks like guards at the gates of a city. 

                                                                                                     ( √ ) 
Write the scientific term: 

1) They help plant and animal cells control, organize, and 
maintain the cell.                                                ( Organelles ) 

2) It controls the functions inside the cell and cell division. 
                                                                                          ( Nucleus ) 
3) They are saclike organelles that store nutrients, water, and 

waste.                                                                         ( Vacuole ) 
4) It's the fluid found in the cell that holds its organelles.  

                                                                                        ( Cytoplasm ) 
5) They're organelles in the plant cell that convert light energy 

into sugar.                                                             ( Chloroplast )  
6) They're organelles in the plant cell that power the cell with 

energy.                                                               ( Mitochondria ) 
7) It's a process that occurs inside the chloroplast. 

                                                                 ( Photosynthesis process ) 
8)  It's a process that occurs inside the mitochondria. 

                                                                        ( Cellular respiration ) 
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Complete the following sentences using the words 

between the brackets: 

( Golgi apparatus - sugar - Mitochondria – chloroplasts – 

exoskeleton - chlorophyll - Bones - endoplasmic reticulum ) 

• Bones support(s) the fish body shape, while a/an 
exoskeleton supports that of insects. 

• In the photosynthesis process, chlorophyll absorb(s) 
sunlight, where chloroplasts use(s) it to make the plant's 
food. 

• Endoplasmic reticulum transport(s) proteins produced by 
the Golgi apparatus through the cell.  

• Mitochondria convert(s) sugar into energy that is needed 
for the cell activities. 

 

Correct the underlined words: 

➢ Chloroplasts have a green color due to the presence of 
iodine pigment.                                         ( chlorophyll ) 

➢ A plant cell has a rigid shape due to the presence of the cell 
membrane.                                                   ( cell wall ) 

➢ Insects have a hard, shell-like support called an 
endoskeleton.                                            ( exoskeleton ) 

➢ Cytoplasm is a solid matter that surrounds the cell's 
organelles.                                                          ( liquid ) 

➢ The endoplasmic reticulum helps in the assembly and 
transport of fats in the cell.                            ( proteins ) 

➢ The endoplasmic reticulum is the post office that packages 
proteins in the cell.                               ( Golgi apparatus ) 

 

 

Cross out the odd word: 

❖ Nucleus - Endoplasmic reticulum - Mitochondria - 

Chloroplasts  
 

❖ Horses - Plants - Dogs – Insects 
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Choose from column (A) what suits it in column (B): 
 

Column (A) Column (B) 

1. Mitochondrion                 d 
 

2. Golgi apparatus                a 
 

3. Chloroplast                       b 
 

4. Vacuole                              e 
 

5. Endoplasmic reticulum   c 
 

6. Nucleus                              f 

a) is the packaging factory 
for the cell. 

b) is the food factory of the 
cell. 

c) resembles the 
construction worker of a 
city. 

d) is the powerhouse of the 
cell.  

e) is considered the storage 
facility of the cell. 

f) resembles the city hall 
that controls all the cell 
activities. 

 

 

Answer the following questions: 

Study the following three figures, then answer: 

 

 

 

 

o Figure (  c  ) converts sugar into energy.  

o Figure (  b  ) is considered the protein maker in the cell. 

o Figure (  a   ) helps in assembling and transporting 

proteins. 
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The following diagrams represent the structure of 

plant cell and animal cell 

Write the following labels: 

a) Nucleus  
b) Cytoplasm 
c) Mitochondria  
d) Vacuole 
e) Chloroplasts 

 

Mention the function of parts b and d. 

Part b (cytoplasm): it’s the gelatinous liquid inside the cells in 

which other cell parts float. 

Part d (Vacuole): it is used for the storage of nutrients, water 

and waste.  

  

 

Give reasons for: 

▪ Both plant and animal cells have common organelles. 

o Because both of them have cell membrane, cytoplasm, 

nucleus, mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi 

apparatus, and vacuole. 

 

▪ Animals can't make their own food. 

o Because they don’t have chloroplasts.  

 

▪ Nucleus is the command center of the cell. 

o Because it controls the functions inside the cell such as: 

making proteins and cell division.  
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▪ The animal cell has an indefinite shape, but the plant cell has 

a definite shape. 

o Because the animal cell doesn’t have cell wall, but the 

plant cell has rigid cell wall.  

 

▪ Animals can keep their shapes. 

o Because some animals have bones, and insects have an 

exoskeleton.  
 

▪ The vacuole of the plant cell is larger than that of the animal 

cell. 

o Because the plant stores a large amount of water in the 

vacuole. 
 

 

▪ Mitochondria are considered the powerhouse of the cell. 

o Because it converts sugar into energy for the cell.  

 

▪ The Golgi apparatus resembles the post office of a city. 

o Because it helps package nutrients within vital products 

inside the cell and it helps transport nutrients outside 

the cell.  
 

▪ The chloroplasts are the food factories of the cell. 

o Because they contain chlorophyll and carry out the 

photosynthesis process.  

 

▪ Endoplasmic reticulum has an important role in the cell. 

o Because it helps in assembling and transporting proteins.  
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What happens if: 
 

1- Chloroplasts in a plant cell are damaged or functioning 

improperly. 

o The plant will not be able to absorb energy from 

sunlight to make its own food. 

 

2- Mitochondria stopped converting sugar into energy. 

o The cell will not supply with energy and cellular 

respiration doesn’t take place.   

 

3- The endoplasmic reticulum is absent from the cell. 

o The cell will not be able to assemble and transport 

proteins.  
 

4- The Golgi apparatus is absent from the cell. 

o The nutrients will not transport outside the cell, and 

they will not be packaged within vital products inside 

the cell.  

 

5- The plant has a small vacuole. 

o The plant will not be able to store a large amount of 

water, nutrients and wastes. 

 

Lesson 5 & 6 

Choose the correct answer: 

1. Cell biologists use microscopes to magnify ………………… to 

appear larger. 

a. stones          b. bricks            c. cells                d. rocks 

 

2. Cell biologists do experiments and analyze data to study all 

the following, except ………………….. 
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a. how cells respond to different medicines.  

b. how rocks are formed on Earth's surface.  

c. how cells can work to repair body parts. 

d. how plant cells respond to different environmental 

factors. 

 

3. To see the structure of a cell under microscope we must 

color it by using …………………. 

a. stains          b. water           c. sunlight        d. vinegar 

 

4. Methylene blue dye helps us to see the ……………………. of the 

cell as a blue area under microscope. 

a. cytoplasm                         c. chloroplast 

b. Golgi apparatus               d. nucleus 

 

5. The 3D microscope can help in all the following, except that 

it helps ……..  

a. cell biologists learning more about cell components. 

b. scientists to know how planets revolve around the 

sun.  

c. doctors to treat some diseases as cancer. 

d. cell biologists learning more about how cells divide. 

 

Put (√) or (x): 
1) Cells are very large, as the diameter of an animal cell is about 

0.001 cm.                                                                           (  X  ) 
2) Cell biologists are scientists who study rocks.             (  X  ) 
3) Cell biologists work in laboratories and do experiments to 

study how cells work inside living organisms.             (  √  ) 
4) Cells are usually clear and colorless, so it is easy to see their 

structures under microscope.                                        (  X  ) 
5) The 3D microscope can help doctors to treat cancer disease. 

                                                                                            (  √  ) 
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Write the scientific term of each of the following: 

1- They are scientists who study cells.         ( cell biologists ) 
2- A stain that is used to color the nucleus of the cell in blue 

color.                                                           ( methylene blue ) 
3- The microscope that helps us to see the top, sides and layers 

of the cell.                                                   ( 3D microscope ) 
 

Complete the following sentences using the words 

below:  
( methylene blue - microscope – agriculture - cell biologists - 

doctors ) 

 

A) Cell biologists use microscope to magnify cells of bacteria. 
B) Cell biologists work in agriculture to study plant cells and 

their respond different environmental factors. 
C) Cell biologists work with doctors to watch how cells can 

work to repair the human body parts. 
D) To see the nucleus of a cell under microscope, we can stain 

the cell with methylene blue. 
E) The 3D microscope can help cell biologists learn more 

about how cells divide. 
 

Give reasons for: 
➢ Some cell biologists work with doctors. 

o To watch how cells can work to repair the human 

body parts. 
 

➢ We must stain cells before examining them under 

microscope. 

o Because the cells are usually clear and colorless and 

to make their structures more visible.  
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What happens if… 

We stain a sample of cheek cells with methylene blue dye. 

o We will see the nucleus as a blue area. 

 

Look at the opposite picture, then complete the 

following sentences: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. These cells are stained by methylene blue dye. 

 

Look at the opposite picture, then answer the following 

questions: (A) Put (√) or (x): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. These cells are seem large, 

because they are magnified by 

using microscope. 

 

2. The structure of the cell which 

appears clearly with blue color in 

the opposite picture is the 

nucleus. 

 

 

3. These cells are stained by 

………………. dye. 

 

Cheek cells  

1. This device helps doctors to treat 

some diseases such as cancer.      ( √ ) 
 

2. This device doesn't need a computer 

to do its functions.                          ( X ) 
 

3. This device helps cell biologists to see 

the cells in 3D.                                 ( √  ) 
3D microscope  
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(B) Rearrange the following sentences in the right order to 

show how this device works: 

- A computer puts these layers together.           (   2  ) 

- Colors are added to the formed image.           (   3  ) 

- It takes pictures of a cell in layers.                    (   1  ) 
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Unit 1 – concept 2 - questions 

Lesson 1 

Choose the correct answer: 

1. When you feel nervous, your heartbeats increase, this 

indicates the interaction between ………………… systems. 

a. digestive and nervous                c. nervous and circulatory 

b. digestive and circulatory           d. digestive and respiratory 

 

2. Skeletal system takes nutrients from …………… system for 

growth of muscles. 

a. circulatory       b. digestive      c. nervous      d. respiratory 

 

3. When you touch a hot cup of tea, …………………… system 

sends a message to the muscles of your hand to contract. 

a. respiratory       b. digestive       c. circulatory      d. nervous 

 

4. In a dangerous situation, your eyes send the information to 

the …………………… to perform the suitable action. 

a. brain            b. stomach             c. lungs            d. heart 

 

5. Muscles of stomach and muscles of heart can be controlled 

by ……………….. system. 

a. digestive        b. circulatory      c. nervous       d. respiratory 

 

6. The nerve cells depend on ………………..… systems to get their 

needed nutrients. 

a. digestive and respiratory       c. circulatory and respiratory 

b. digestive and circulatory       d. circulatory and nervous 
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7. The system which transfers nutrients from the digestive 

system to the different muscles of the body is the 

…………………. system. 

a. circulatory                          c. respiratory 

b. nervous                              d. excretory 

 

8. In dangerous situations, ……….…………. 

a. all systems of the body interact together. 

b. circulatory system interacts with digestive system only. 

c. nervous system sends message to digest food in stomach. 

d. respiratory system interacts with circulatory system only. 

 

Put (√) or (x): 
1- All systems in your body work together in an integrated way. 

                                                                                                 (       ) 

2- When you hear a clock alarm, your brain sends a signal to 

the muscles to move and wake up.                                   (       ) 

3- In dangerous situations, nervous system only allows your 

body to face the danger.                                                     (       ) 

4- Digestive system can digest food without the help of 

nervous system.                                                                   (       ) 

5- Muscles of heart are controlled by nervous system.     (       ) 

6- Nutrients reach the nerve cells which found in your hand by 

the help of circulatory system.                                         (       ) 

7- Digestive system transfers oxygen gas to all muscles in your 

body.                                                                                     (       ) 
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Complete the following sentences using the words 

below:  

(body systems – blood – nervous – nutrients – muscles – 

brain) 

 

1) When you feel nervous, there is an interaction between 

circulatory system and ……………… system. 

2) When you touch a sharp thorn, your hand moves away 

quickly due to the interaction between nervous system and 

………………… in your hand.  

3) When you smell a fire smoke, the …………………………. sends a 

message to your leg muscles to walk toward the fire 

location. 

4) The interaction between …………………… is important in any 

dangerous situation.  

5) Digestive system provides the nerve cells with …………………… 

which are needed to perform their functions. 

6) Nutrients are transmitted from digestive system to nervous 

system through the …………………………. In the circulatory 

system. 
 

Give reasons for: 
 Digestive system helps skeletal system in fracture healing. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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 The nerve cells in the nervous system need nutrients. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 The importance of nervous system for the muscles of heart. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

What happens to …: 

❖ The brain of a cyclist when he sees a dangerous situation. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Use the following systems to complete the table below:  
(you can use the same system more than once)  

(Digestive system – Circulatory system – Nervous system) 
 

Description Name of system 

1. It controls the muscles of 
stomach. 

……………………………………….. 

2. It transmits nutrients from 
digestive system to the 
nerve cells. 

………………………………………. 

3. It provides the muscles of 
heart with its needed 
food. 

………………………………………… 
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4. It controls the muscles of 
heart. 

…………………………………………. 

5. They help in providing and 
transmitting the nutrients 
to the muscles of arms. 

………………………………………… 

 

 

Lesson 2  

Choose the correct answer: 

1. Cells differ from each other in ……………………… 

a. shapes only                      c. shapes and sizes     

b. sizes only                          d. neither shapes nor sizes 

 

2. All the following are from the characteristics of muscle cells, 

except that they ……………………….. 

a. Are in the form of long fibers.  

b. can work alone due to their large sizes. 

c. must be able to store and use energy quickly. 

d. can be bundled together to form tissues. 

 

3. The muscle is considered as ………………… 

a. a cell           b. a tissue         c. an organ           d. a system 

 

4. Among the organs of musculoskeletal system are 

…………………. 

a. muscles and bones of arm.  

b. muscles of arm and lungs. 

c. bones and heart. 

d. lungs and heart. 
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5. Musculoskeletal system allow the body to ………………… 

a. digest food.  

b. move from place to another. 

c. transmit nutrients. 

d. exchange oxygen and carbon dioxide. 

 

6. Your leg moves due to contraction and relaxation of 

………………….. connected to the bon of leg. 

a. hairs            b. toes             c. skin            d. muscles 

  

7. When the muscle in front of the upper arm contracts and the 

muscle in the back of the upper arm relaxes, the forearm 

moves …………………… 

a. up towards your shoulder. 

b. down towards your shoulder. 

c. up away from your shoulder. 

d. down away from your shoulder. 

 

8. When the muscles in front of the upper arm relax and the 

muscles in the back of the upper arm contract, the forearm 

moves ……………………………….. 

a. up towards your shoulder. 

b. down towards your shoulder. 

c. up away from your shoulder.  

d. down away from your shoulder. 

 

9. The contraction of muscles moves the bones in ………. only. 

a. one direction                c. four directions 

b. two directions              d. three directions 
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10. You can move your fingers due to the contraction and 

relaxation of the skeletal muscles that attached to the 

…………………… of your fingers. 

a. hairs           b. bones               c. skin               d. nails 

 

11. All the following organs belong to musculoskeletal system, 

except ……………….. 

a. tendons          b. cartilages           c. veins          d. bones 

 

Choose from column (B) what suits it in column (A): 

(A) (B) 

1. A group of similar cells form 

2. A group of different tissues form 

3. A group of different organs form 

4. A group of different systems form 

a. organs. 
b. cells. 
c. whole body. 
d. tissues. 
e. systems. 

 

Put (√) or (x): 

1- A group of different tissues can form a system.              (      ) 

2- Muscle cells are in the form of long fibers to allow 

movement.                                                                            (      ) 

3- Muscle cells cannot store and use energy quickly.         (      ) 

4- The muscle is formed from bundles of muscle tissues. 

                                                                                                 (     ) 

5- Musculoskeletal system consists of muscular system and 

digestive system.                                                                  (      ) 

6- The body can move by the help of the skeletal system only. 

                                                                                                (       ) 
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7- The forearm moves up towards your shoulder when the 

muscle in front of the upper arm contracts.               (       ) 

8- Contraction and relaxation of leg muscles allow the bones of 

leg to move.                                                                      (       ) 

9- Musculoskeletal system consists of muscles and bones only. 

                                                                                           (       ) 

 

Write the scientific term of each of the following: 

• They are cells in the form of long fibers to allow movement. 

                                                    ( ………………………………………….. ) 

• It is the organ which contracts and relaxes to help in the 

movement of the body.             ( …………………………………….. ) 

• The system which helps the body to move. 

                                                   ( …………………………………….. ) 

• They are muscles that attached to the bones of skeletal 

system.                                     ( ………………………………………….. ) 

 

Complete the following sentences: 

1) The body consists of a group of ………………………… which 

consists of a group of organs. 

2) Skeletal muscles can store and use …………………………. 

quickly. 

3) Bundles of muscle tissues are organized to form the 

…………………………….. 
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4) Musculoskeletal system consists of two systems which are 

and ……………… system and ……………………. system that allow 

the …………………… of the body. 

5) When you lift a bag by your hand toward your shoulder, 

muscles in front of the upper arm ……………………….. and 

muscles in the back of the upper arm …………………………… 

6) When a muscle contracts, it can exert ……………………………… 

7) When you push a door with your hand, the skeletal muscles 

that found in your arm work in pairs and move in 

…………………………… directions. 

 

Give reasons for: 

 Muscle cells are in the form of long fibers. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 Muscle cells don't work alone. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 Skeletal system cannot do the function of movement 

without muscular system. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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What happens to…: 

❖ Your leg if the muscles found in it are damaged. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
❖ The muscles in front of the upper arm and muscles in the 

back of the upper a when the forearm moves down away 
from your shoulder. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Look at the following figures, then complete the 

following sentences: 

 

 

 

 

 
 

A) The forearm in figure ………… moves up toward your 

shoulder. 

B) The forearm in figure ………… moves down away from your 

shoulder. 

C) The muscles in front of the upper arm contract in figure 

………….. and relax in figure …………. 
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D) The muscles in the back of the upper arm contract in figure 

…………. and relax in figure …………. 

 

Lesson 3 

Choose the correct answer: 

1. Among the muscles which you cannot control their 

movement are ………………… 

a. hand muscles                c. leg muscles 

b. eyelid muscles              d. arm muscles 

 

2. Cardiac muscles are type of involuntary muscles which form 

the ………………… 

a. stomach           b. intestine           c. lungs             d. heart 

 

3. Muscles of heart ………………… to pump the blood carrying 

oxygen to all body cells. 

a. contract only                   c. contract and relax 

b. relax only                        d. neither contract nor relax 

 

4. Among the organs which contain both involuntary and 

voluntary muscles is the ……………….. 

a. heart            b. arm             c. eye              d. leg 

 

5. Skeletal muscles work in pairs when ………………… 

a. moving your hands towards your shoulder 

b. pumping blood to all the body parts. 

c. transmitting food to all the body parts. 

d. closing your eyelid to allow you blink. 
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6. The system which helps your body gets ready to respond in 

different situation: by secreting hormones is the ............... 

system.  

a. digestive      b. endocrine      c. circulatory         d. nervous 

 

7. Among the functions of endocrine system is …………………… 

a. transmitting food to the nervous system. 

b. controlling the muscles of stomach. 

c. controlling the body temperature and blood pressure. 

d. providing the muscular system with its needed food. 

 

8. All the following are happened by the help of endocrine 

system to face or to r away from danger, except ............ 

a. contraction of your muscles. 

b. increasing your breathing rate. 

c. increasing your heartbeats. 

d. digestion of food that you eat. 

 

9. All the following are from types of blood vessels, except 

……………........ 

a. arteries          b. heart         c. veins         d. blood capillaries 

 

10. Circulatory system can transport all the following 

substances through all the body parts, except ……………… 

a. nutrients       b. gases         c. hormones         d. bones 

 

11. When you face a dangerous situation, circulatory system 

do all the following, except ………………… 

a. your heartbeats increase.  

b. muscles of your body relax. 

c. heart pumps more blood to the muscles.  

d. the blood pressure increases. 
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12. Among the organs which belong to respiratory system is 

…………… 

a. stomach           b. heart            c. lung               d. brain 

 

13. The system which provides your body with oxygen gas and 

gets rid of carbon dioxide gas is ……………. system. 

a. respiratory     b. nervous     c. endocrine     e. circulatory 

 

14. The lungs take in air when the diaphragm …………………., 

while they release the air when the diaphragm ………….. 

a. contracts – contracts        c. relaxes - relaxes 

b. contracts – relaxes            d. relaxes - contracts 

 

15. The system which helps the respiratory system in 

transporting oxygen gas from lungs to all the body organs is 

the ………… system. 

a. digestive       b. nervous      c. endocrine      d. circulatory 

 

16. All the following muscles work in pairs as one muscle 

contracts, while the other muscle relaxes, except the 

………….. 

a. upper arm muscles            c. neck muscles 

b. cardiac muscles                 d. forearm muscles. 

 

Put (√) or (x): 
1- Cardiac muscles are considered as voluntary muscles. 

                                                                                                 (      ) 

2- Heart is made of a type of involuntary muscles known as 

skeletal muscles.                                                                   (      ) 

3- Cardiac muscles contract and relax all the time without 

stopping.                                                                                (      ) 
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4- The muscles that help you move your eyes in different 

directions are considered as voluntary muscles.            (       ) 

5- All skeletal muscles are considered as involuntary muscles 

and work by contraction.                                                     (      ) 

6- Endocrine system secretes hormones that control the 

increasing of your breathing rate during danger.           (      ) 

7- The heart begins to beat quickly during normal situations. 

                                                                                                (      ) 

8- When the heartbeats increase, the blood pressure increases 

also.                                                                                       (      ) 

9- Trachea is the only airway through which oxygen passes to 

reach the lungs.                                                                  (      ) 

10- In dangerous situations, the body sends more oxygenated 

blood to the muscles and brain to face the danger.     (       ) 

11- Blood transports oxygen gas only to all the body organs 

and tissues.                                                                         (       ) 

12- Forearm muscles are considered as voluntary muscles. 

                                                                                              (       ) 

 

Write the scientific term of each of the following: 

• They are muscles that move automatically, and you cannot 

control their movement.                 ( ………………………………... ) 

• They are muscles that you can control their movement. 

                                                            ( …………………………………… ) 
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• A type of involuntary muscles which form the heart that 

contract and relax all time without stopping.  

                                                       ( ……………………………………….. ) 

• They are muscles which allow the movement of the bones 

of skeletal system.                        ( ………………………………………. ) 

• It is the system that secretes hormones to control the body 

temperature and the blood pressure.      

                                                    ( ………………………………………….. ) 

• It is the system which consists of the heart and blood 

vessels that allow blood to flow through the body. 

                                        ( …………………………………………………. ) 

• It is the system which consists of lungs and other airways. 

                                       ( …………………………………………………….. ) 

 

Complete the following sentences: 

1) Muscles of eyelid that allow you blink many times in one 

minute are considered as ……………………. muscles, while the 

muscles that help your eyeball to move in different 

directions are considered as ……………………. muscles. 

2) The muscles of heart are called …………………….. muscles and 

they are considered as a type of ……………….. muscles. 

3) All muscles can do the function of movement by 

……………………………. 
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4) Endocrine system consists of …………… which secrete 

……………………… that control bod temperature and blood 

……………………………….. 

5) In dangerous situations, endocrine system secretes 

hormones which allow your …………………… contract and 

increasing the rate of your ……………………. and 

…………………………. 

6) In dangerous situations, heart pumps more blood which 

carries …………………, …………………. and ……………………… to the 

muscles and other organs. 

7) The lungs release the air that rich in ……………… gas, when 

the …………………… muscle relaxes. 

8) When your heartbeats and breathing rate increase, your 

body sends more ……………………….. blood to the muscles and 

brain to face the danger. 

9) Among the skeletal muscles that you can control their 

movement are upper arm muscles, ……………………….. and 

…………………………………… 

 

Give reasons for: 

 Cardiac muscles are considered as involuntary muscles. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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 Cardiac muscles contract and relax without stopping. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 The muscles that surround the eyeball are considered as 

voluntary muscles. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 When the body faces a danger, the heartbeats increase. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

What happens to…: 

❖ The human body if the cardiac muscles don't contract and 

relax for a long period of time. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

❖ The human body when the heartbeats increase during 

danger. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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❖ The lungs when the diaphragm muscle contracts. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

The following figures show some human body systems, 

if a person is subjected to an accident while he is riding 

a bicycle, complete the sentences below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A) System number……………. helps endocrine system in 

carrying hormones to the muscles and brain of the 

person. 

B) Heart that belongs to system number …………… begins to 

beat quickly. 

C) System number …………… contains diaphragm muscle 

which contracts and relaxes many times to increase the 

breathing rate. 
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D) Both system number (1) and (2) help …………………… gas to 

reach muscles and brain of the person. 

 

Lesson 4 

Choose the correct answer : 

1. The systems of the human body get their needed energy 

from ……………. 

a. the sun           b. water         c. food           d. carbon dioxide 

 

2. All the following are from the nutrients that the food 

contains, except ………………. 

a. carbohydrates     b. oxygen gas        c. fats       d. proteins 

 

3. The system which converts the complex food into simpler 

substances that the body can use for energy and growth is 

the …………….. system. 

a. respiratory        b. nervous     c. circulatory       d. digestive 

 

4. You can use your …………..… muscles to help the teeth chew 

the food. 

a. eye             b. cardiac               c. jaw               d. hand  

 

5. The system which helps the digestive system during chewing 

the food by secreting enzymes in your mouth is the 

………………. system. 

a. endocrine      b. circulatory     c. respiratory       d. nervous 

 

6. The function of saliva inside your mouth is …………………. 

a. cutting up the food into smaller parts 

b. softening the food and breaking it down 

c. transporting the food into stomach 
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d. transporting the food through body organs. 

 

7. The organ which belongs to the digestive system and 

secretes fluids contain an acid and some enzymes is the 

…………………………….. 

a. esophagus    b. stomach      c. small intestine       d. mouth 

 

8. In small intestine, ………….……… help(s) in breaking down of 

food by secreting some enzymes. 

a. pancreas only                  c. pancreas and gallbladder 

b. gallbladder only              d. pancreas and lungs 

 

9. Absorption of nutrients inside the body starts in the 

…………..….. organ. 

a. large intestine                   c. heart 

b. small intestine                  d. stomach 

 

10. Walls of small intestine contain …………………….. which 

responsible for absorbing nutrients of digested food. 

a. blood vessels      b. hairs       c. glands         d. nephrons 

 

11. Blood carries ………………… formed inside small intestine to 

all the body organs. 

a. feces           b. undigested food      c. bones      d. nutrients 

 

12. The large intestine absorbs ……………. from the undigested 

food. 

a. nutrients       b. water            c. blood          d. urea 

 

13. The part of large intestine which stores the feces until it 

leaves the body is the ………………… 
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a. rectum         b. colon       c. esophagus       d. anus 

 

14. The organs which can store glucose and convert it into 

glycogen are …………………. 

a. liver and pancreas                 c. esophagus and stomach 

b. muscles and stomach           d. liver and muscles 

 

15. The system which helps the digestive system in 

transporting the nutrients to all different body organs is the 

…………… system. 

a. nervous     b. respiratory     c. circulatory      d. excretory 

 

16. The body gets rid of waste materials by ………….…. process. 

a. digestion       b. excretion       c. respiration     d. sensation 

 

17. The excretion process is necessary to ……….. 

a. digest the food that you eat. 

b. allow your body to move. 

c. transport the nutrients inside your body. 

d. remove the waste products from your body. 

 

18. All the following are responsible for excretion process, 

except …………….. 

a. digestive system               c. respiratory system 

b. skin                                     d. urinary system 

 

19. The organ which is responsible for secreting sweat is the 

………… 

a. esophagus          b. stomach         c. skin        d. kidney 

 

20. All the following are from the waste materials which are 

produced by your body, except ………….. 

a. urine        b. oxygen gas      c. carbon dioxide      d. sweat 
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21. Among the organs which belong to urinary system are 

……….. 

a. stomach and kidneys              c. kidneys and bladder 

b. ureters and gallbladder          d. urethra and heart 

 

22. The two kidneys play an important role in the filtration of 

……………. inside your body. 

a. water          b. enzyme           c. acid            d. blood 

 

23. The blood which carries the waste materials, enters each 

kidney through a large ………….. 

a. vein          b. artery           c. blood capillary       d. ureter 

 

24. Urea is formed due to the breaking down of ……… inside 

the body cells. 

a. Carbohydrates       b. fats         c. acids        d. proteins 

 

25. The tube which transports the urine from the kidney to 

the bladder is the …………….. 

a. vein             b. urethra            c. ureter          d. artery 

 

26. The process of expelling urine from the body is called 

……………… process. 

a. urination       b. respiration       c. digestion      d. sensation 

 

Put (√) or (x): 

1- Systems get their needed energy from the food we eat.  (     ) 

2- The simple substances must be converted into complex 

nutrients to be used by the body cells.                                (     ) 

3- Digestion begins when the food enters esophagus.          (     ) 
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4- Saliva is a liquid which is secreted by endocrine system 

inside your mouth.                                                                  (     ) 

5- The acid and enzymes which are secreted inside stomach 

lead to more breaking down of food.                                 (     ) 

6- Inside large intestine, enzymes which are secreted from 

pancreas and gallbladder help in the chemical breakdown of 

food.                                                                                         (     ) 

7- Absorption of digested food starts in the small intestine. 

                                                                                                  (     ) 

8- The digested food enters the colon as a soupy mixture. 

                                                                                                  (     ) 

9- Colon absorbs most of water from the undigested food that 

leaves the body.                                                                     (     ) 

10- The feces leave the body through a bony opening known 

as anus.                                                                                   (     )  

11- Circulatory system transports the digested food to 

different body organs.                                                          (     ) 

12- All nutrients that are absorbed from small intestine are 

stored as fats inside the body.                                            (     ) 

13- Glycogen is converted into glucose and stored in liver and 

muscles.                                                                                  (     ) 

14- When your body needs energy, liver and muscles convert 

glycogen into glucose again.                                              (     ) 
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15- Excretion process is necessary to convert complex food 

into simpler substances.                                                      (     ) 

16- If your body doesn't get rid of waste, you will be healthy. 

                                                                                                 (     ) 

17- The main waste product which is expelled by respiratory 

system is the urea.                                                                (     ) 

18- The two kidneys remove waste materials from the blood. 

                                                                                                 (      ) 

19- Nephron helps in the filtration of blood from urea.   (      ) 

20- Urine is expelled outside the body through urethra. 

                                                                                                 (      ) 

21- Blood cells and proteins are too small, so they can pass 

through the nephrons of kidneys.                                  (       ) 

 

Write the scientific term of each of the following: 

• The system which converts the complex food into simpler 

substances that the body can use to get energy. 

                                                                ( ………………………………… ) 

• The process of breaking down the complex food into simpler 

substances.                                        ( …………………………………… ) 

• A liquid in your mouth contains an enzyme which helps in 

digestion process.                                      ( ……………………. ) 

• An organ in which absorption of nutrients starts. 
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                                                                            ( ……………………… ) 

• The organ which absorbs most of water from the undigested 

food.                                                                ( …………………….... ) 

• The last part of large intestine that stores the feces until it 

leaves the body.                                  ( …………………………………. ) 

• A substance that is stored in liver and muscles, then 

converted into glucose when your body needs energy. 

                                                             ( ………………………………….. ) 

• It is a system that is responsible for storing and getting rid of 

waste materials produced from cells. 

                                                          ( ……………………………………… ) 

• It is the process of removing the waste products resulting 

from burning food inside the body cells through their 

membranes.                                   ( ……………………………………… ) 

• The organ which helps in excretion of sweat through the 

pores that are found in it.             ( …………………………………….. ) 

• The system that is responsible for excretion of carbon 

dioxide gas.                                  ( ……………………………………….. ) 

• It is a microscopic filter that is found in the two kidneys and 

filters the blood from waste materials.      

                                                             ( ………………………………….. ) 

• A substance which is formed due to the breakdown of 

proteins inside the body cells.         ( ………………………………… ) 
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• It is the process of expelling urine from the body. 

                                                       ( ………………………………………… ) 

 

Complete the following sentences: 

1) The food we eat contains different nutrients such as 

…………………………. , ……………………… and ……………………… 

2) Your body cells can use simple substances that are converted 

from complex ……………… to get their needed ……………….. to 

do their functions . 

3) The system which helps your teeth and jaw move to chew 

the food is the …………………. system. 

4) Stomach contains an …………………. and some …………………… 

that lead to more food breakdown.  

5) Inside small intestine, ……………………… and ……………………… 

secrete enzymes to help in the chemical breakdown of food. 

6) After completing the digestion of food, the walls of 

……………… absorb the nutrients through …………………….. that 

carry them to all the body parts. 

7) Undigested food passes to ……………………… intestine which 

absorbs most of …………………… from it, leaving the solid 

waste that is known as …………………… or ………………………….. 

8) The muscular opening that the feces passes through it to 

outside the body is known as ……………………… 
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9) Cells can use …………………… sugar at once to get their needed 

energy, and this sugar can be converted into …………….. and 

stored in liver and ………………………… 

10) Excretion process happens when …….…………….. system 

collects the waste materials produced by ……………….. and 

expels them outside the body.  

11) Some waste products leave your body in the form of 

…………………. through your skin. 

12) Respiratory system removes …………………….. gas from the 

body as a waste product. 

13) Urinary system removes waste material from the blood in 

the form of ………………………. 

14) Blood which carries waste materials reach the kidney 

through a large …………………………. 

15) Filtration of blood occurs inside the ………..………. by the 

help of a microscopic filter known as ………………………… 

16) When you eat a piece of meat, proteins are broken down 

and form a waste material known as ……………………….. 

17) Urine is composed of …………………, other waste products 

and ……………………… 

18) Urine leaves each kidney through ……………………… and is 

collected in the ………………………. until it is expelled outside 

the body.  
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19) Blood cells and …………………… are ……………….. in size, so 

they cannot pass through nephrons, and stay in the body.  

 

Give reasons for: 

 The body needs to convert complex food into simpler 

substance. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 Saliva plays an important role in digestion of food inside the 

mouth. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 Stomach secretes a digestive fluid when the food reach it. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 Walls of small intestine contain blood vessels. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 Undigested food becomes solid wastes inside the large 

intestine. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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 The liver and muscles convert the stored glycogen into 

glucose sugar. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 Importance of excretion process to your body. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 The digestive system doesn't share in excretion process. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 The two kidneys contain many nephrons. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 Formation of urea inside the body of human. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

What happens if…: 

❖ Complex nutrients don't convert into simple substances 

inside your body. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

❖ Saliva is not secreted during chewing the food inside your 

mouth. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

❖ Pancreas and gallbladder don't secrete their enzymes in 

small intestine. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

❖ Your body doesn't get rid of waste. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

❖ The blood that carries waste materials passes through 

nephrons of the two kidneys. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Look at the following diagrams that represent the 

sharing of some body systems to do some processes, 

then use the words below to complete the following 

sentences: 

(respiratory system – skin - urinary system - circulatory 

system) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Letter (A) represents …………………. 

2. Letter (B) represents …………………… 

3. Letter © represents ……………………. 

4. Letter (D) represents ……………………. 

 

Write each of the following organs below the system 

that belongs to:  
(Heart - Lungs - Kidneys – Stomach) 

 

 

 

 

 

A

C

B
D A B D

Excretion process Respiration process and 

transportation of gases 

 

Transportation of 

waste materials 

and urination 

process 
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Lesson 5 

Choose the correct answer : 

1. Engineers design special devices to work instead of 

…………………….. organ which filter the blood from waste 

materials. 

a. stomach        b. heart           c. kidney          d. lung 

 

2. Nephrons play an important role in …………………… 

a. secreting hormones to control the body functions. 

b. controlling the movement of body from place to another. 

c. breaking down the complex food into simple nutrients. 

d. filtering the blood from waste materials. 

 

3. Among the substances which cannot pass through the 

kidneys' nephrons are ………………………. 

a. blood cells and urea                   c. proteins and urea 

b. blood cells and proteins            d. water and urea 

 

4. Urination process happens by the help of …………………. 

system. 

a. digestive        b. urinary       c. respiratory       d. skeletal 

…………………….. …………………….. …………………….. …………………….. 
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5. The two kidneys remove waste materials as …………………, 

and expel them in the form of urine. 

a. water and urea                     c. water and proteins 

b. urea and blood cells            d. proteins and blood cells 

 

Put (√) or (x): 

1- Kidneys are considered as a filtering system for the blood. 

                                                                                              (       ) 

2- People whose kidneys are not working properly must use other 

devices to filter their blood from waste.                          (       ) 

3- Proteins can pass through nephrons during filtration of blood 

in the two kidneys.                                                               (       ) 

4- Studying a kidney model can save time, money and effort. 

                                                                                             (       ) 

5- The two kidneys remove waste materials from undigested food 

which come out in the form of urine.                              (       ) 

 

Complete the following sentences using the words 

below:  

( kidney model - proteins – blood - urine - nephrons – urea ) 
 

2) People whose kidneys are not working well, their 

…………………….. cannot be filtered well.  

3) Some substances can pass through nephrons as ………………….., 

while other substances cannot pass through nephrons as 

…………………… 
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4) The microscopic filters which are found inside the two kidneys 

are called …………….……….. 

5) We can save people's life when studying a …………….……… 

instead of a real kidney. 

6) Waste materials that are removed by the help of urinary 

system are coming in the form of …………………………. 

 

Give a reason for : 

 Blood cells and proteins cannot pass through the kidney's 

nephrons. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

What happens if…: 

❖ The blood does not pass through the two kidneys during its 

circulation inside the human body. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Look at the opposite figure, then choose the correct 

answer from those between brackets: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Rice in the opposite figure is like ……….. which cannot pass 

through nephrons during filtration of blood.  

( proteins – urea ) 

 

Lesson 6  

Choose the correct answer: 

1. Diabetes disease occurs due to a disturbance in one organ of 

………………… system. 

a. respiratory       b. nervous       c. endocrine       d. urinary 

 

2. The organ which is responsible for secreting insulin hormone 

is the ………………… 

a. gallbladder        b. pancreas         c. liver          d. stomach 

 

Mixture (A) of rice, 

salt and water 

Mixture (B) of salt and 

water 

Funnel 

Rice 
• The filter in the opposite figure is like 

………. organ in the urinary system. 

( stomach – kidney ) 

 

• Mixture (A) is like ………… which is 

found in the body. 

( blood before filtering - blood after 

filtering ) 

 

• Mixture (B) is like ……………. that comes 

out from the body. 

( filtered blood - urine ) 
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3. Insulin hormone is responsible for regulating the level of 

……………………… in blood. 

a. proteins           b. fats              c. water          d. sugar 

 

4. Pancreas belongs to …………….. system and its secretions help 

in completing ………………………. process. 

a. endocrine – digestion                 c. circulatory - respiration 

b. digestive – urination                   d. endocrine - sensation 

 

5. People who suffer from diabetes can use the insulin pump 

device that injects the body automatically with …………… 

a. sugar         b. water            c. insulin           d. carbohydrate 

 

Put (√) or (X): 

1- Diabetes disease is one of the disorders of the respiratory 

system.                                                                                 (       ) 

2- Pancreas secretes hormone to regulate sugar level in the 

blood.                                                                                   (       ) 

3- If pancreas cannot do its function correctly, the sugar level in 

blood doesn't affect.                                                         (       ) 

4- The body uses sugar to get its needed energy.            (       ) 

5- The insulin pump device helps diabetics control the water 

level in the blood with automatic injections of insulin.      

                                                                                              (       ) 

6- Researchers are working to develop an artificial pancreas 

instead of the insulin pump device.                               (       ) 
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Write the scientific term of each of the following: 

• The organ that is responsible for regulating the sugar level in 

blood.                                                         ( ……………………………. ) 

• A hormone that controls the level of sugar in the human 

blood.                                              ( ……………………………………… ) 

• The system which helps in regulating sugar level in the blood 

by secreting a specific hormone.       

                                               ( ………………………………………………. ) 

• A device that is used by diabetics to help them control the 

blood sugar levels with automatic injections of insulin. 

                                                     ( …………………………………………. ) 

• A disease that is resulting from the disorder of secreting 

insulin hormone by pancreas.       ( ……………………………………. ) 

 

Complete the following sentences using the words 

below:  

(insulin pump – endocrine - pancreas – blood – diabetes - 

insulin - energy) 

 

2) People that have a problem in secreting insulin hormone will be 

infected by ………………….. disease. 

3) Pancreas is one of the organs of ……………………. system that 

produces ………………….. hormone. 

4) Insulin regulates the sugar level in the …………………….. 
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5) Diabetics can control the blood sugar levels by using 

……………………………. device automatic injects the body with 

insulin. 

6) Researchers are working to develop an artificial ……………. to 

pump insulin internally inside the human body.  

7) The human body uses sugar to get its needed ………………… for 

doing all vital activities. 

 

Give a reason for : 

 Diabetics must give themselves regular shots of insulin. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

What happens if…: 

❖ Pancreas doesn't make its function correctly. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Unit 1 – concept 2 - answers 

Lesson 1 

Choose the correct answer: 

1. When you feel nervous, your heartbeats increase, this 

indicates the interaction between ………………… systems. 

a. digestive and nervous                c. nervous and circulatory 

b. digestive and circulatory           d. digestive and respiratory 

 

2. Skeletal system takes nutrients from …………… system for 

growth of muscles. 

a. circulatory       b. digestive      c. nervous      d. respiratory 

 

3. When you touch a hot cup of tea, …………………… system 

sends a message to the muscles of your hand to contract. 

a. respiratory       b. digestive       c. circulatory      d. nervous 

 

4. In a dangerous situation, your eyes send the information to 

the …………………… to perform the suitable action. 

a. brain            b. stomach             c. lungs            d. heart 

 

5. Muscles of stomach and muscles of heart can be controlled 

by ……………….. system. 

a. digestive        b. circulatory      c. nervous       d. respiratory 

 

6. The nerve cells depend on ………………..… systems to get their 

needed nutrients. 

a. digestive and respiratory       c. circulatory and respiratory 

b. digestive and circulatory       d. circulatory and nervous 
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7. The system which transfers nutrients from the digestive 

system to the different muscles of the body is the 

…………………. system. 

a. circulatory                          c. respiratory 

b. nervous                              d. excretory 

 

8. In dangerous situations, ……….…………. 

a. all systems of the body interact together.  

b. circulatory system interacts with digestive system only. 

c. nervous system sends message to digest food in stomach. 

d. respiratory system interacts with circulatory system only. 

 

Put (√) or (x): 
1- All systems in your body work together in an integrated way. 

                                                                                                           ( √ ) 
2- When you hear a clock alarm, your brain sends a signal to 

the muscles to move and wake up.                                       ( √ ) 
3- In dangerous situations, nervous system only allows your 

body to face the danger.                                                          ( X ) 
4- Digestive system can digest food without the help of 

nervous system.                                                                        ( X ) 
5- Muscles of heart are controlled by nervous system.          ( √ ) 
6- Nutrients reach the nerve cells which found in your hand by 

the help of circulatory system.                                               ( √ ) 
7- Digestive system transfers oxygen gas to all muscles in your 

body.                                                                                           ( X ) 
 

Complete the following sentences using the words 

below:  

(body systems – blood – nervous – nutrients – muscles – 

brain) 
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1) When you feel nervous, there is an interaction between 
circulatory system and nervous system. 

2) When you touch a sharp thorn, your hand moves away 
quickly due to the interaction between nervous system and 
muscles in your hand.  

3) When you smell a fire smoke, the brain sends a message to 
your leg muscles to walk toward the fire location. 

4) The interaction between body systems is important in any 
dangerous situation.  

5) Digestive system provides the nerve cells with nutrients 
which are needed to perform their functions. 

6) Nutrients are transmitted from digestive system to nervous 
system through the blood in the circulatory system. 

 

Give reasons for: 
 Digestive system helps skeletal system in fracture healing. 

o Because digestive system provides the skeletal system 

with nutrients needed for fracture healing.  

 The nerve cells in the nervous system need nutrients. 

o To perform their functions.  
 

 The importance of nervous system for the muscles of heart. 

o Because nervous system controls the movement of 

muscles of heart.  

 

What happens to …: 

❖ The brain of a cyclist when he sees a dangerous situation. 

o The brain sends a signal to the muscles that contract 

and allow his body to face the danger.  

 

Use the following systems to complete the table below:  
(you can use the same system more than once)  

(Digestive system – Circulatory system – Nervous system) 
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Description Name of system 

1. It controls the muscles of 
stomach. 

Nervous system 

2. It transmits nutrients from 
digestive system to the 
nerve cells. 

Circulatory system 

3. It provides the muscles of 
heart with its needed 
food. 

Digestive system 

4. It controls the muscles of 
heart. 

Nervous system 

5. They help in providing and 
transmitting the nutrients 
to the muscles of arms. 

Digestive system and 
circulatory system 

 

 

Lesson 2  

Choose the correct answer: 

1. Cells differ from each other in ……………………… 

a. shapes only                      c. shapes and sizes     

b. sizes only                          d. neither shapes nor sizes 

 

2. All the following are from the characteristics of muscle cells, 

except that they ……………………….. 

a. Are in the form of long fibers.  

b. can work alone due to their large sizes.  

c. must be able to store and use energy quickly. 

d. can be bundled together to form tissues. 
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3. The muscle is considered as ………………… 

a. a cell           b. a tissue         c. an organ           d. a system 

 

4. Among the organs of musculoskeletal system are 

…………………. 

a. muscles and bones of arm.  

b. muscles of arm and lungs. 

c. bones and heart. 

d. lungs and heart. 

 

5. Musculoskeletal system allow the body to ………………… 

a. digest food.  

b. move from place to another.   

c. transmit nutrients. 

d. exchange oxygen and carbon dioxide. 

 

6. Your leg moves due to contraction and relaxation of 

………………….. connected to the bon of leg. 

a. hairs            b. toes             c. skin            d. muscles 

  

7. When the muscle in front of the upper arm contracts and the 

muscle in the back of the upper arm relaxes, the forearm 

moves …………………… 

a. up towards your shoulder.  

b. down towards your shoulder. 

c. up away from your shoulder. 

d. down away from your shoulder. 

 

8. When the muscles in front of the upper arm relax and the 

muscles in the back of the upper arm contract, the forearm 

moves ……………………………….. 

a. up towards your shoulder. 

b. down towards your shoulder. 
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c. up away from your shoulder.  

d. down away from your shoulder.  

 

9. The contraction of muscles moves the bones in ………. only. 

a. one direction                c. four directions 

b. two directions              d. three directions 

 

10. You can move your fingers due to the contraction and 

relaxation of the skeletal muscles that attached to the 

…………………… of your fingers. 

a. hairs           b. bones               c. skin               d. nails 

 

11. All the following organs belong to musculoskeletal system, 

except ……………….. 

a. tendons          b. cartilages           c. veins          d. bones 

 

Choose from column (B) what suits it in column (A): 

(A) (B) 

1. A group of similar cells form               d 

2. A group of different tissues form       a 

3. A group of different organs form       e 

4. A group of different systems form     c 

a. organs. 
b. cells. 
c. whole body. 
d. tissues. 
e. systems. 

Put (√) or (x): 

1- A group of different tissues can form a system.                 ( X ) 
2- Muscle cells are in the form of long fibers to allow 

movement.                                                                                ( √ ) 
3- Muscle cells cannot store and use energy quickly.             ( X ) 
4- The muscle is formed from bundles of muscle tissues. 
                                                                                                          ( √ ) 
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5- Musculoskeletal system consists of muscular system and 
digestive system.                                                                      ( X ) 

6- The body can move by the help of the skeletal system only. 
                                                                                                         ( X ) 
7- The forearm moves up towards your shoulder when the 

muscle in front of the upper arm contracts.                       ( √ ) 
8- Contraction and relaxation of leg muscles allow the bones of 

leg to move.                                                                              ( √ ) 
9- Musculoskeletal system consists of muscles and bones only. 
                                                                                                         ( X ) 
 

Write the scientific term of each of the following: 

• They are cells in the form of long fibers to allow movement. 
                                                                              ( muscle cells ) 

• It is the organ which contracts and relaxes to help in the 
movement of the body.                                    ( muscles ) 

• The system which helps the body to move. 
                                                                  ( musculoskeletal system ) 

• They are muscles that attached to the bones of skeletal 
system.                                                      ( skeletal muscles ) 

 

Complete the following sentences: 

1) The body consists of a group of systems which consists of a 
group of organs. 

2) Skeletal muscles can store and use energy quickly. 
3) Bundles of muscle tissues are organized to form the 

muscles. 
4) Musculoskeletal system consists of two systems which are 

and muscular system and skeletal system that allow the 
movement of the body. 

5) When you lift a bag by your hand toward your shoulder, 
muscles in front of the upper arm contract and muscles in 
the back of the upper arm relax.  

6) When a muscle contracts, it can exert force.  
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7) When you push a door with your hand, the skeletal muscles 
that found in your arm work in pairs and move in opposite 
directions. 

 

Give reasons for: 

 Muscle cells are in the form of long fibers. 

o To allow the movement. 
 

 Muscle cells don't work alone. 

o Because the size of the muscle cell is very small.  
 

 Skeletal system cannot do the function of movement 

without muscular system. 

o Because the skeletal muscles that attached to the 

bones of skeletal system allow these bones to move.  

 

What happens to…: 

❖ Your leg if the muscles found in it are damaged. 

o The leg cannot move. 
 

❖ The muscles in front of the upper arm and muscles in the 
back of the upper a when the forearm moves down away 
from your shoulder. 
o The muscles in front of the upper arm relax and the 

muscles in the back of the upper arm contract.  
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Look at the following figures, then complete the 

following sentences: 

 

 

 

 
 

 

A) The forearm in figure B moves up toward your shoulder. 
B) The forearm in figure A moves down away from your 

shoulder. 
C) The muscles in front of the upper arm contract in figure B 

and relax in figure A . 
D) The muscles in the back of the upper arm contract in figure 

A and relax in figure B.  
 

Lesson 3 

Choose the correct answer: 

1. Among the muscles which you cannot control their 

movement are ………………… 

a. hand muscles                c. leg muscles 

b. eyelid muscles              d. arm muscles 

 

2. Cardiac muscles are type of involuntary muscles which form 

the ………………… 

a. stomach           b. intestine           c. lungs             d. heart 

 

3. Muscles of heart ………………… to pump the blood carrying 

oxygen to all body cells. 

a. contract only                   c. contract and relax 

b. relax only                        d. neither contract nor relax 
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4. Among the organs which contain both involuntary and 

voluntary muscles is the ……………….. 

a. heart            b. arm             c. eye              d. leg 

 

5. Skeletal muscles work in pairs when ………………… 

a. moving your hands towards your shoulder 

b. pumping blood to all the body parts. 

c. transmitting food to all the body parts. 

d. closing your eyelid to allow you blink. 

 

6. The system which helps your body gets ready to respond in 

different situation: by secreting hormones is the ............... 

system.  

a. digestive      b. endocrine      c. circulatory         d. nervous 

 

7. Among the functions of endocrine system is …………………… 

a. transmitting food to the nervous system. 

b. controlling the muscles of stomach. 

c. controlling the body temperature and blood pressure.   

d. providing the muscular system with its needed food. 

 

8. All the following are happened by the help of endocrine 

system to face or to r away from danger, except ............ 

a. contraction of your muscles. 

b. increasing your breathing rate. 

c. increasing your heartbeats. 

d. digestion of food that you eat.  

 

9. All the following are from types of blood vessels, except 

……………........ 

a. arteries          b. heart         c. veins         d. blood capillaries 
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10. Circulatory system can transport all the following 

substances through all the body parts, except ……………… 

a. nutrients       b. gases         c. hormones         d. bones 

 

11. When you face a dangerous situation, circulatory system 

do all the following, except ………………… 

a. your heartbeats increase.  

b. muscles of your body relax.  

c. heart pumps more blood to the muscles.  

d. the blood pressure increases. 

 

12. Among the organs which belong to respiratory system is 

…………… 

a. stomach           b. heart            c. lung               d. brain 

 

13. The system which provides your body with oxygen gas and 

gets rid of carbon dioxide gas is ……………. system. 

a. respiratory     b. nervous     c. endocrine     e. circulatory 

 

14. The lungs take in air when the diaphragm …………………., 

while they release the air when the diaphragm ………….. 

a. contracts – contracts        c. relaxes - relaxes 

b. contracts – relaxes            d. relaxes - contracts 

 

15. The system which helps the respiratory system in 

transporting oxygen gas from lungs to all the body organs is 

the ………… system. 

a. digestive       b. nervous      c. endocrine      d. circulatory 

 

16. All the following muscles work in pairs as one muscle 

contracts, while the other muscle relaxes, except the 

………….. 

a. upper arm muscles            c. neck muscles 
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b. cardiac muscles                 d. forearm muscles. 

 

Put (√) or (x): 
1- Cardiac muscles are considered as voluntary muscles. 

                                                                                                        ( X ) 
2- Heart is made of a type of involuntary muscles known as 

skeletal muscles.                                                                    ( X ) 
3- Cardiac muscles contract and relax all the time without 

stopping.                                                                                 ( √ ) 
4- The muscles that help you move your eyes in different 

directions are considered as voluntary muscles.             ( √ ) 
5- All skeletal muscles are considered as involuntary muscles 

and work by contraction.                                                     ( X ) 
6- Endocrine system secretes hormones that control the 

increasing of your breathing rate during danger.            ( √ ) 
7- The heart begins to beat quickly during normal situations. 

                                                                                                       ( X ) 
8- When the heartbeats increase, the blood pressure increases 

also.                                                                                        ( √ ) 
9- Trachea is the only airway through which oxygen passes to 

reach the lungs.                                                                    ( X ) 
10- In dangerous situations, the body sends more oxygenated 

blood to the muscles and brain to face the danger.       ( √ ) 
11- Blood transports oxygen gas only to all the body organs 

and tissues.                                                                           ( X ) 
12- Forearm muscles are considered as voluntary muscles. 

                                                                                                      ( √ ) 
 

Write the scientific term of each of the following: 

• They are muscles that move automatically, and you cannot 
control their movement.                 ( involuntary muscles ) 

• They are muscles that you can control their movement. 
                                                                     ( voluntary muscles ) 
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• A type of involuntary muscles which form the heart that 
contract and relax all time without stopping.  

                                                                            ( cardiac muscles ) 

• They are muscles which allow the movement of the bones 
of skeletal system.                                    ( skeletal muscles ) 

• It is the system that secretes hormones to control the body 
temperature and the blood pressure.      

                                                                          ( endocrine system ) 

• It is the system which consists of the heart and blood 
vessels that allow blood to flow through the body. 

                                                                          ( circulatory system ) 

• It is the system which consists of lungs and other airways. 
                                                                          ( respiratory system ) 

 

Complete the following sentences: 

1) Muscles of eyelid that allow you blink many times in one 
minute are considered as involuntary muscles, while the 
muscles that help your eyeball to move in different 
directions are considered as voluntary muscles. 

2) The muscles of heart are called cardiac muscles and they 
are considered as a type of involuntary muscles. 

3) All muscles can do the function of movement by 
contraction.  

4) Endocrine system consists of glands which secrete 
hormones that control bod temperature and blood 
pressure.  

5) In dangerous situations, endocrine system secretes 
hormones which allow your muscles contract and increasing 
the rate of your breathing and heartbeats.  

6) In dangerous situations, heart pumps more blood which 
carries gases, nutrients and hormones to the muscles and 
other organs. 

7) The lungs release the air that rich in carbon dioxide gas, 
when the diaphragm muscle relaxes. 
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8) When your heartbeats and breathing rate increase, your 
body sends more oxygenated blood to the muscles and 
brain to face the danger. 

9) Among the skeletal muscles that you can control their 
movement are upper arm muscles, neck muscles and 
forearm muscles. 

 

Give reasons for: 

 Cardiac muscles are considered as involuntary muscles. 

o Because cardiac muscles move automatically which 

means you cannot control their movement. 

 Cardiac muscles contract and relax without stopping. 

o To allow the heart pumps the blood carrying oxygen 

to all body cells. 
 

 The muscles that surround the eyeball are considered as 

voluntary muscles. 

o Because you can control the movement of eyeball 

muscles. 
 

 When the body faces a danger, the heartbeats increase. 

o Because endocrine system secretes hormones which 

cause increasing of heartbeats rate to face danger. 

 

What happens to…: 

❖ The human body if the cardiac muscles don't contract and 

relax for a long period of time. 

o The heart cannot pump the blood carrying oxygen to 

all body cells and the human will die.  
 

❖ The human body when the heartbeats increase during 

danger. 
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o The heart pumps more blood to the muscles, the 

heart and other organs, and also the blood pressure 

increases. 
 

❖ The lungs when the diaphragm muscle contracts. 

o The lungs take in the air rich in oxygen gas. 

 

The following figures show some human body systems, 

if a person is subjected to an accident while he is riding 

a bicycle, complete the sentences below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A) System number 2 helps endocrine system in carrying 
hormones to the muscles and brain of the person. 

B) Heart that belongs to system number 2 begins to beat 
quickly. 

C) System number 1 contains diaphragm muscle which 
contracts and relaxes many times to increase the 
breathing rate. 

D) Both system number (1) and (2) help oxygen gas to reach 
muscles and brain of the person. 
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Lesson 4 

Choose the correct answer : 

1. The systems of the human body get their needed energy 

from ……………. 

a. the sun           b. water         c. food           d. carbon dioxide 

 

2. All the following are from the nutrients that the food 

contains, except ………………. 

a. carbohydrates     b. oxygen gas        c. fats       d. proteins 

 

3. The system which converts the complex food into simpler 

substances that the body can use for energy and growth is 

the …………….. system. 

a. respiratory        b. nervous     c. circulatory       d. digestive 

 

4. You can use your …………..… muscles to help the teeth chew 

the food. 

a. eye             b. cardiac               c. jaw               d. hand  

 

5. The system which helps the digestive system during chewing 

the food by secreting enzymes in your mouth is the 

………………. system. 

a. endocrine      b. circulatory     c. respiratory       d. nervous 

 

6. The function of saliva inside your mouth is …………………. 

a. cutting up the food into smaller parts 

b. softening the food and breaking it down 

c. transporting the food into stomach 

d. transporting the food through body organs. 
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7. The organ which belongs to the digestive system and 

secretes fluids contain an acid and some enzymes is the 

…………………………….. 

a. esophagus    b. stomach      c. small intestine       d. mouth 

 

8. In small intestine, ………….……… help(s) in breaking down of 

food by secreting some enzymes. 

a. pancreas only                  c. pancreas and gallbladder 

b. gallbladder only              d. pancreas and lungs 

9. Absorption of nutrients inside the body starts in the 

…………..….. organ. 

a. large intestine                   c. heart 

b. small intestine                  d. stomach 

 

10. Walls of small intestine contain …………………….. which 

responsible for absorbing nutrients of digested food. 

a. blood vessels      b. hairs       c. glands         d. nephrons 

 

11. Blood carries ………………… formed inside small intestine to 

all the body organs. 

a. feces           b. undigested food      c. bones      d. nutrients 

 

12. The large intestine absorbs ……………. from the undigested 

food. 

a. nutrients       b. water            c. blood          d. urea 

 

13. The part of large intestine which stores the feces until it 

leaves the body is the ………………… 

a. rectum         b. colon       c. esophagus       d. anus 

 

14. The organs which can store glucose and convert it into 

glycogen are …………………. 

a. liver and pancreas                 c. esophagus and stomach 
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b. muscles and stomach           d. liver and muscles 

 

15. The system which helps the digestive system in 

transporting the nutrients to all different body organs is the 

…………… system. 

a. nervous     b. respiratory     c. circulatory      d. excretory 

 

16. The body gets rid of waste materials by ………….…. process. 

a. digestion       b. excretion       c. respiration     d. sensation 

 

17. The excretion process is necessary to ……….. 

a. digest the food that you eat. 

b. allow your body to move. 

c. transport the nutrients inside your body. 

d. remove the waste products from your body.  

 

18. All the following are responsible for excretion process, 

except …………….. 

a. digestive system               c. respiratory system 

b. skin                                     d. urinary system 

 

19. The organ which is responsible for secreting sweat is the 

………… 

a. esophagus          b. stomach         c. skin        d. kidney 

 

20. All the following are from the waste materials which are 

produced by your body, except ………….. 

a. urine        b. oxygen gas      c. carbon dioxide      d. sweat 

 

21. Among the organs which belong to urinary system are 

……….. 

a. stomach and kidneys              c. kidneys and bladder 

b. ureters and gallbladder          d. urethra and heart 
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22. The two kidneys play an important role in the filtration of 

……………. inside your body. 

a. water          b. enzyme           c. acid            d. blood 

 

23. The blood which carries the waste materials, enters each 

kidney through a large ………….. 

a. vein          b. artery           c. blood capillary       d. ureter 

 

24. Urea is formed due to the breaking down of ……… inside 

the body cells. 

a. Carbohydrates       b. fats         c. acids        d. proteins 

 

25. The tube which transports the urine from the kidney to 

the bladder is the …………….. 

a. vein             b. urethra            c. ureter          d. artery 

 

26. The process of expelling urine from the body is called 

……………… process. 

a. urination       b. respiration       c. digestion      d. sensation 

 

Put (√) or (x): 

1- Systems get their needed energy from the food we eat.  ( √ ) 
2- The simple substances must be converted into complex 

nutrients to be used by the body cells.                               ( X ) 
3- Digestion begins when the food enters esophagus.         ( X ) 
4- Saliva is a liquid which is secreted by endocrine system 

inside your mouth.                                                                 ( √ ) 
5- The acid and enzymes which are secreted inside stomach 

lead to more breaking down of food.                                ( √ ) 
6- Inside large intestine, enzymes which are secreted from 

pancreas and gallbladder help in the chemical breakdown of 
food.                                                                                         ( X ) 

7- Absorption of digested food starts in the small intestine. 
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                                                                                                        ( √ ) 
8- The digested food enters the colon as a soupy mixture. 

                                                                                                        ( X ) 
9- Colon absorbs most of water from the undigested food that 

leaves the body.                                                                     ( √ ) 
10- The feces leave the body through a bony opening known 

as anus.                                                                                   ( X )  
11- Circulatory system transports the digested food to 

different body organs.                                                          ( √ ) 
12- All nutrients that are absorbed from small intestine are 

stored as fats inside the body.                                            ( X ) 
13- Glycogen is converted into glucose and stored in liver and 

muscles.                                                                                  ( X ) 
14- When your body needs energy, liver and muscles convert 

glycogen into glucose again.                                              ( √ ) 
15- Excretion process is necessary to convert complex food 

into simpler substances.                                                      ( X ) 
16- If your body doesn't get rid of waste, you will be healthy. 

                                                                                                       ( X ) 
17- The main waste product which is expelled by respiratory 

system is the urea.                                                                ( X ) 
18- The two kidneys remove waste materials from the blood. 

                                                                                                       ( √ ) 
19- Nephron helps in the filtration of blood from urea.   ( √ ) 
20- Urine is expelled outside the body through urethra. 

                                                                                                       ( √ ) 
21- Blood cells and proteins are too small, so they can pass 

through the nephrons of kidneys.                                     ( X ) 
 

Write the scientific term of each of the following: 

• The system which converts the complex food into simpler 
substances that the body can use to get energy. 

                                                                             ( digestive system ) 
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• The process of breaking down the complex food into simpler 
substances.                                                  ( digestion process ) 

• A liquid in your mouth contains an enzyme which helps in 
digestion process.                                                 ( saliva ) 

• An organ in which absorption of nutrients starts. 
                                                                              ( small intestine ) 

• The organ which absorbs most of water from the undigested 
food.                                                                ( large intestine ) 

• The last part of large intestine that stores the feces until it 
leaves the body.                                                   ( rectum ) 

• A substance that is stored in liver and muscles, then 
converted into glucose when your body needs energy. 

                                                                                       ( glycogen ) 

• It is a system that is responsible for storing and getting rid of 
waste materials produced from cells. 

                                                                              ( excretory system ) 

• It is the process of removing the waste products resulting 
from burning food inside the body cells through their 
membranes.                                                ( excretion process ) 

• The organ which helps in excretion of sweat through the 
pores that are found in it.                                       ( skin ) 

• The system that is responsible for excretion of carbon 
dioxide gas.                                                ( respiratory system ) 

• It is a microscopic filter that is found in the two kidneys and 
filters the blood from waste materials.      

                                                                                     ( nephron ) 

• A substance which is formed due to the breakdown of 
proteins inside the body cells.                           ( urea ) 

• It is the process of expelling urine from the body. 
                                                                          ( urination process  ) 
 

Complete the following sentences: 

1) The food we eat contains different nutrients such as 
carbohydrates , fats and proteins. 
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2) Your body cells can use simple substances that are converted 
from complex food to get their needed energy to do their 
functions . 

3) The system which helps your teeth and jaw move to chew 
the food is the muscular (musculoskeletal) system. 

4) Stomach contains an acid and some enzymes that lead to 
more food breakdown.  

5) Inside small intestine, pancreas and gallbladder secrete 
enzymes to help in the chemical breakdown of food. 

6) After completing the digestion of food, the walls of small 
intestine absorb the nutrients through blood vessels that 
carry them to all the body parts. 

7) Undigested food passes to large intestine which absorbs 
most of water from it, leaving the solid waste that is known 
as feces or stool. 

8) The muscular opening that the feces passes through it to 
outside the body is known as anus. 

9) Cells can use glucose sugar at once to get their needed 
energy, and this sugar can be converted into glycogen and 
stored in liver and muscles. 

10) Excretion process happens when excretory system collects 
the waste materials produced by cells and expels them 
outside the body.  

11) Some waste products leave your body in the form of 
sweat through your skin. 

12) Respiratory system removes carbon dioxide gas from the 
body as a waste product. 

13) Urinary system removes waste material from the blood in 
the form of urine. 

14) Blood which carries waste materials reach the kidney 
through a large artery. 

15) Filtration of blood occurs inside the kidneys by the help of 
a microscopic filter known as nephron. 

16) When you eat a piece of meat, proteins are broken down 
and form a waste material known as urea.  
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17) Urine is composed of urea, other waste products and 
water. 

18) Urine leaves each kidney through ureter and is collected 
in the bladder until it is expelled outside the body.  

19) Blood cells and proteins are large in size, so they cannot 
pass through nephrons, and stay in the body.  

 

Give reasons for: 

 The body needs to convert complex food into simpler 

substance. 

o Because the body cells use this simpler substance to get 

energy and grow.  
 

 Saliva plays an important role in digestion of food inside the 

mouth. 

o Because saliva can easily soften the food and starts 

the chemical breakdown of food. 
 

 Stomach secretes a digestive fluid when the food reach it. 

o To allow more food breakdown. 
 

 Walls of small intestine contain blood vessels. 

o To carry the digested food (nutrients) to all body 

parts after completing digestion process.  
 

 Undigested food becomes solid wastes inside the large 

intestine. 

o Because large intestine (colon) absorbs most of water 

from the undigested food.  
 

 The liver and muscles convert the stored glycogen into 

glucose sugar. 

o To provide the body with its needed energy. 
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 Importance of excretion process to your body. 

o Because the excretory system collects the waste 

materials produced by cells and remove them from 

the body to keep the body healthy. 
 

 The digestive system doesn't share in excretion process. 

o Because it doesn’t work on the waste materials 

produced from burning food inside the body cells.  
 

 The two kidneys contain many nephrons. 

o To filter the blood and remove harmful substances 

from the body. 
 

 Formation of urea inside the body of human. 

o Due to the breakdown of proteins inside the body 

cells.  

 

What happens if…: 

❖ Complex nutrients don't convert into simple substances 

inside your body. 

o They cannot be used by body cells to get energy to 

grow.  
 

❖ Saliva is not secreted during chewing the food inside your 

mouth. 

o The food cannot be easily softened and chemical 

breakdown of food will not happen. 
 

❖ Pancreas and gallbladder don't secrete their enzymes in 

small intestine. 

o The chemical breakdown of food will not happen. 
 

❖ Your body doesn't get rid of waste. 

o The body will get sick. 
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❖ The blood that carries waste materials passes through 

nephrons of the two kidneys. 

o The blood will be filtered from harmful substances. 
 

Look at the following diagrams that represent the 

sharing of some body systems to do some processes, 

then use the words below to complete the following 

sentences: 
(respiratory system – skin - urinary system - circulatory 

system) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Letter (A) represents urinary system.  
2. Letter (B) represents respiratory system. 
3. Letter © represents skin. 
4. Letter (D) represents circulatory system. 

 

 

Write each of the following organs below the system 

that belongs to:  
(Heart - Lungs - Kidneys – Stomach) 

 

 

 

 

A

C

B
D A B D

Excretion process Respiration process and 

transportation of gases 

 

Transportation of 

waste materials and 

urination process 
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Lesson 5 

Choose the correct answer : 

1. Engineers design special devices to work instead of 

…………………….. organ which filter the blood from waste 

materials. 

a. stomach        b. heart           c. kidney          d. lung 

 

2. Nephrons play an important role in …………………… 

a. secreting hormones to control the body functions. 

b. controlling the movement of body from place to another. 

c. breaking down the complex food into simple nutrients. 

d. filtering the blood from waste materials.   

 

3. Among the substances which cannot pass through the 

kidneys' nephrons are ………………………. 

a. blood cells and urea                   c. proteins and urea 

b. blood cells and proteins            d. water and urea 

 

4. Urination process happens by the help of …………………. 

system. 

a. digestive        b. urinary       c. respiratory       d. skeletal 

kidneys Heart  Stomach Lungs 
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5. The two kidneys remove waste materials as …………………, 

and expel them in the form of urine. 

a. water and urea                     c. water and proteins 

b. urea and blood cells            d. proteins and blood cells 

 

Put (√) or (x): 

1- Kidneys are considered as a filtering system for the blood. 
                                                                                                       (  √  ) 

2- People whose kidneys are not working properly must use other 
devices to filter their blood from waste.                               (  √  ) 

3- Proteins can pass through nephrons during filtration of blood 
in the two kidneys.                                                                    ( X ) 

4- Studying a kidney model can save time, money and effort. 
                                                                                                       ( √ ) 

5- The two kidneys remove waste materials from undigested food 
which come out in the form of urine.                                    ( X ) 

 

Complete the following sentences using the words 

below:  
( kidney model - proteins – blood - urine - nephrons – urea ) 

 

1) People whose kidneys are not working well, their blood 
cannot be filtered well.  

2) Some substances can pass through nephrons as urea while 
other substances cannot pass through nephrons as proteins. 

3) The microscopic filters which are found inside the two 
kidneys are called nephrons. 

4) We can save people's life when studying a kidney model 
instead of a real kidney. 

5) Waste materials that are removed by the help of urinary 
system are coming in the form of urine. 
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Give a reason for : 

 Blood cells and proteins cannot pass through the kidney's 

nephrons. 

o Because they are too large.  

 

What happens if…: 

❖ The blood does not pass through the two kidneys during its 

circulation inside the human body. 

o The blood will not be filtered from the waste 

materials and the body will get sick. 

 

Look at the opposite figure, then choose the correct 

answer from those between brackets: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Rice in the opposite figure is like ……….. which cannot pass 

through nephrons during filtration of blood.  

( proteins – urea ) 

 

Mixture (A) of rice, 

salt and water 

Mixture (B) of salt and 

water 

Funnel 

Rice 
• The filter in the opposite figure is like 

………. organ in the urinary system. 

( stomach – kidney ) 

 

• Mixture (A) is like ………… which is 

found in the body. 

( blood before filtering - blood after 

filtering ) 

 

• Mixture (B) is like ……………. that comes 

out from the body. 

( filtered blood - urine ) 
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Lesson 6  

Choose the correct answer: 

1. Diabetes disease occurs due to a disturbance in one organ of 

………………… system. 

a. respiratory       b. nervous       c. endocrine       d. urinary 

 

2. The organ which is responsible for secreting insulin hormone 

is the ………………… 

a. gallbladder        b. pancreas         c. liver          d. stomach 

 

3. Insulin hormone is responsible for regulating the level of 

……………………… in blood. 

a. proteins           b. fats              c. water          d. sugar 

 

4. Pancreas belongs to …………….. system and its secretions help 

in completing ………………………. process. 

a. endocrine – digestion                 c. circulatory - respiration 

b. digestive – urination                   d. endocrine - sensation 

 

5. People who suffer from diabetes can use the insulin pump 

device that injects the body automatically with …………… 

a. sugar         b. water            c. insulin           d. carbohydrate 

 

Put (√) or (X): 

1- Diabetes disease is one of the disorders of the respiratory 
system.                                                                                  (  X  ) 

2- Pancreas secretes hormone to regulate sugar level in the 
blood.                                                                                    (  √  ) 

3- If pancreas cannot do its function correctly, the sugar level in 
blood doesn't affect.                                                          (  X  ) 

4- The body uses sugar to get its needed energy.             (  √  ) 
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5- The insulin pump device helps diabetics control the water 
level in the blood with automatic injections of insulin.      

                                                                                                    (  X  ) 
6- Researchers are working to develop an artificial pancreas 

instead of the insulin pump device.                                (  √  ) 
 

Write the scientific term of each of the following: 

• The organ that is responsible for regulating the sugar level in 
blood.                                                                        ( pancreas ) 

• A hormone that controls the level of sugar in the human 
blood.                                                              ( insulin hormone ) 

• The system which helps in regulating sugar level in the blood 
by secreting a specific hormone.       

                                                                            ( endocrine system ) 

• A device that is used by diabetics to help them control the 
blood sugar levels with automatic injections of insulin. 

                                                                                    ( insulin pump ) 

• A disease that is resulting from the disorder of secreting 
insulin hormone by pancreas.                            ( diabetes ) 

 

Complete the following sentences using the words 

below:  

(insulin pump – endocrine - pancreas – blood – diabetes - 

insulin - energy) 

 

1) People that have a problem in secreting insulin hormone will 
be infected by diabetes disease. 

2) Pancreas is one of the organs of endocrine system that 
produces insulin hormone. 

3) Insulin regulates the sugar level in the blood. 
4) Diabetics can control the blood sugar levels by using insulin 

pump device automatic injects the body with insulin. 
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5) Researchers are working to develop an artificial pancreas to 
pump insulin internally inside the human body.  

6) The human body uses sugar to get its needed energy for 
doing all vital activities. 

 

Give a reason for : 

 Diabetics must give themselves regular shots of insulin. 

o To regulate the level of sugar in the blood.  

 

What happens if…: 

❖ Pancreas doesn't make its function correctly. 

o The person will be infected with diabetes disease. 
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Nutrients and oxygen enter the cell through the 
a Mitochondria   b Cell membrane c Ribosomes d Nucleus 

The control center of the cell is the ………………… 
a Chloroplast b Mitochondria  c Nucleus d Golgi apparatus 

…………………. is the cell organelle that is responsible for the cell division. 
a Cell membrane b Nucleus c Cytoplasm d Cell wall 

………………… is found in an acacia tree leaf, but it isn’t found in a human body. 
a Nucleus b Cell wall c Mitochondria d Cytoplasm 

All the following are multicellular organisms except ………….. 
a humans b animals c plants d bacteria 

The muscles of the ………………….. are voluntary ones. 
a stomach b small intestine c neck d esophagus 

Gases move in and out the body through the following organs except ……… 
a nose b lungs c trachea d pancreas 

Choose the correct answer : 

Some cell membranes are surrounded by a …………………… 
a Cell wall b Nucleus c Cytoplasm d Plasma membrane

The small structures inside the cell are called ………………… 
a organs b organelles c tissues d muscles 

The heart beats in the ………………. system accelerate on feeling stressed. 
a digestive b urinary c respiratory d circulatory 

A/an ................ is a group of organs that work together to perform a specific job. 
a system b organelle c tissue d cell 

Large intestine absorb …………… from the undigested food. 
a blood b water c nutrients d urea 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 

The ………….. system is responsible for secreting hormones to stimulate body systems to react. 

a respiratory b circulatory c endocrine d digestive 

A tissue is formed of a group of ……………….. 
a identical cells b different cells c different organs d identical organs 

Water and wastes are stored in the cell’s …………………….. 
a Cell membrane b Nucleus c Vacuole d Golgi apparatus 

…………………  is/are considered as the store houses in the cell city. 
a Vacuoles b Mitochonderia c Chloroplasts d Cell membrane 

All the following from the properties of the muscle cells except that they…………………. 
a are short fibers b are long fibers c store energy d use energy 

The ………………… system composes of muscles, bones, tendons and ligaments. 
a digestive b endocrine c musculoskeletal d circulatory 

The ………………… system composes of glands that secrete hormones through the body. 
a execratory b circulatory c digestive d endocrine 

All the following belong to the digestive system except ……………… 
a colon b stomach c trachea d small intestine 

The length of a bird’s fertilized egg may equal ………….. mm. 
a 0.01 b 0.05 c 0.001 d 0.1 

All cells have a …………………. 
a nucleus b cell membrane c cell wall d chloroplast 

All the following from the cell needs except …………………… 
a oxygen b water c carbon dioxide d nutrients 

The …………… of the cells increases during growth and reproduction processes. 
a size b number c volume d color 

………………. is a device used to examine very small things. 
a Telescope b Microscope c Computer d Binocular 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

………….. are the smallest units that build up the structure of the living organisms’ bodies. 
a Organs  b Systems  c Cells  d digestive  

…………….. was the first scientist to use the word “cell”. 
a Hooke  b Mendel  c Newton  d Edison  

The …………….. isn’t from the components of the microscope.  
a illuminator  b objective lens c coverslip d eyepiece 

…………………… make(s) the image of the sample more clear under the microscope. 
a Coarse focus b Fine focus c Objective lens d a and b 

By changing the ………………., the magnifying power of the microscope changes. 
a objective lens b illuminator  c stage d focusing knob

  
The body of a ……………….. is made up of only one cell. 
a dog b bacteria c tree d fish 

……………….. is a gelatinous liquid where cell organelles float. 
a nucleus b cell wall c cell membrane d cytoplasm 

The ………………….. of the cell is made of cellulose.  
a cytoplasm b cell wall c nucleus d cell membrane 

……………………….. is found in the plant cell and carries out the photosynthesis process. 
a Chloroplast b Cell wall c Cell membrane  d Cytoplasm  

………………….. is/are the powerhouses of the cell that provide it with needed 
energy. a Endoplasmic 

reticulum b Mitochondria  c Golgi apparatus d Chloroplasts   

Both Golgi apparatus and endoplasmic reticulum carry out the ……………… process in the cell. 
a photosynthesis b respiration c transportation d digestion 

…………….. is responsible for assembling and transportation of protein inside the cell. 
a Chloroplast  b Nucleus  c Cytoplasm  d Endoplasmic 

reticulum 
 

We look through the ……………… of the microscope to examine a sample. 
a illuminator  b eyepiece c objective lens d stage  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 

……………….. has/have green granules called chlorophyll pigment. 
a mitochondria b chloroplasts c cytoplasm d nucleus 

The ………………. has a property called selective permeability. 
a Cell wall b Cell membrane c Nucleus d Cytoplasm 

All the following substances are stored in the cell vacuole except ………………. 
a water b nutrients c cytoplasm d wastes 

In cellular respiration, mitochondria use …………... to get chemical energy from stored sugar. 
a carbon dioxide b wastes c cytoplasm d oxygen 

A plant cell has a definite shape due to the presence of the ……………….. 
a Chloroplasts b Cell membrane c Nucleus d Cell wall 

Different materials are packed and transported within and outside the cell by ………….. 
a mitochondria b Golgi apparatus c nucleus d cytoplasm 

A cell of the ………………. contains the largest vacuole. 
a blood b fish c leaf d skin 

Nucleus is responsible for the ……………… 
a Cell division b Protein synthesis c Energy production d a and b 

All cell organelles float in the ………………. of the cell. 
a cell wall b cell membrane c cytoplasm d nucleus 

The human body contains about …………………. cells. 
a 40 million b 40 trillion c 4 trillion d 4 thousand 

………………. exists in the center of the cell. 
a Chloroplast b Golgi apparatus c Nucleus d Mitochondria 

Endoplasmic reticulum collects and transports ……………….. inside the cell. 
a fat b protein c water d sugar 

Cellular respiration occurs in the …………… . 
a mitochondria b chloroplast c nucleus d cytoplasm 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Mitochondria convert …………………. into ……………….. 
a energy, sugar b protein, sugar c sugar, energy d sugar, fat  

All he following don’t have an exoskeleton except …………………. 
a humans b dogs c insects  d birds  

………………. absorbs sunlight needed for photosynthesis process. 
a Chlorophyll  b Mitochondria   c Vacuole  d Cytoplasm  

Birds have …………………….. to give their bodies a definite shape. 
a Cell wall b Bones  c Exoskeleton  d Shells  

………………. is considered as the electric power stations in a cell city.  
a Chloroplasts  b Mitochondria  c Nucleus  d Cytoplasm  

…………….. acts as the food factory in cell city. 
a Mitochondria b Golgi apparatus  c Nucleus d Chloroplast  

………………. is considered as the city hall in a cell city.  
a Nucleus   b Mitochondria c Chloroplast  d Vacuole  

……………. is used to color cell to see its structure under microscope.  
a Water  b Stains  c Alcohol  d Vinegar  

The ………… of the cell appears as blue area under microscope on using methylene blue dye. 
a cell wall b cell membrane c cytoplasm d nucleus 

The ……………… is a part of the nervous system. 
a heart b stomach c brain d lung 

The …………… pumps more blood to feed muscles with nutrients to move. 
a stomach b heart c artery d vein 

The …………… system provides the musculoskeletal system with nutrients for growth of muscles. 

a circulatory  b nervous c respiratory  d digestive 

………………….. is the structure that surrounds the animal cell from outside. 
a Cell wall  b Chloroplast c Cell membrane d cytoplasm 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The ……………… system controls the movement of heart muscle and stomach muscles. 
a circulatory b nervous c digestive d respiratory 

The ……………… system transfers nutrients to the nerve cells in your body. 
a nervous b digestive c respiratory d circulatory  

The muscle is considered as a/an ………………….. 
a tissue  b organ c system d cell 

The ………………… system is responsible for the body movement. 
a digestive b respiratory c urinary d musculoskeletal 

………………. is a bundle of long fibers that contracts to move a bone in one direction.  
a Tooth b Hair  c Muscle   d Eyeball    

All the following belong to musculoskeletal system except …………… 
a cartilages  b muscles c tendons d arteries  

Bundles of muscle tissues are organized to form …………….. 
a a cell b an organ c a bone  d a tendon  

When a muscle …………….., it exerts a force. 
a contracts b shortens in length  c rests d a and b  

You can control the movement of all the following muscles except ……………….. muscles. 
a arm’s b jaw’s c eyelid’s  d leg’s 

Your …………….. has some voluntary muscles and other involuntary ones. 
a heart b eye c arm d hand 

All the following are skeletal muscles except …………….. muscles. 
a arm b heart c jaw d neck 

Heart (cardiac) muscle is considered a(an)………………….. muscle. 
a voluntary b skeletal c involuntary d striated 

In case of danger, the eye sends information to the …………… to take the correct action. 
a heart b lungs c brain d stomach 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

Endocrine system controls all the following in case of danger except ……………….. 
a Increase of 

heartbeats b Increase of 
breathing rate 
 

c Food digestion d Contraction of 
muscles 

The …………………. belong(s) to the circulatory system, but is not from the blood vessels. 
a Artery  b Vein  c Kidney  d Heart   

All the following substances are transported by blood through the body except …………….. 
a hormones b gases c tendons d nutrients 

When the ……………… muscle contracts, lungs take in oxygen gas. 
a neck b heart c diaphragm  d eyelid 

All the following muscles move a bone in one direction on their contraction except the ……….. muscles. 

a forearm b neck c upper arm d heart 

………………… muscles contract when you twist your body to left or right side. 
a Heart  b Abdomen   c Upper arm d Jaw   

When you twist your body to the left side, the ………………… abdomen muscles ………………… 
a left, relax b right, contract c right, relax d a and b 

Lungs get rid of ……………… gas, when diaphragm muscle ………………… 
a Oxygen, contracts b Carbon dioxide, contracts c Oxygen, relaxes d Carbon dioxide, 

relaxes 

 The …………….. muscles help teeth to chew food. 
a arm’s b jaw’s c eyelid’s  d leg’s 

…………….. isn’t(aren’t) considered from the nutrients in the food we eat. 
a Fat  b Carbon dioxide c Protein  d  Carbohydrates  

……………. soften(s ) the food in the mouth. 
a Teeth  b Tongue  c Saliva  d Acid  

Both ………….. and …………. secrete enzymes that help in food digestion. 
a Pancreas, gallbladder b heart, pancreas c pancreas, esophagus d Gallbladder, lungs 

Digested food is absorbed by the help of the …………….. in the wall of the small intestine. 
a Nephrons  b Blood vessels c Nerves  d Glands  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

……………….. can store glucose in the form of an animal starch called glycogen. 
a Liver b Muscles c Bones d a and b 

When your body needs energy, stored …………….. is converted into ……………….. 
a glucose, glycogen b starch, glycogen c glycogen, glucose d glucose, fats 

After nutrients leave small intestine, some of them are used, and other are stored as ……… 
a sugar b fats c water d a and b 

Blood carries …………… from small intestine to all body organs. 
a stool b nutrients c solid wastes d urea 

In the large intestine, undigested food turns into ………… when water is absorbed from it. 
a blood b feces c urea d nutrients 

Undigested food is stored in the ………..…. until it is expelled through the ……..…… outside the body. 

a Anus,rectum b rectum, colon c rectum, anus d rectum, urethra 

………………. pushes food to stomach. 
a Esophagus b Small intestine c Trachea d Large intestine 

………………… is the last part of the large intestine. 
a Liver b Rectum c Small intestine d Bladder 

……………. process is the breaking down of food from complex into simpler molecules. 
a Photosynthesis b Digestion c Reproduction d Respiration 

Heart pumps more ……………… to muscles and brain in case of danger. 
a Deoxygenated blood  b Wastes c electrical signal  d Oxygenated blood



 

 

 

Model answer  

1. c 11. a 21.  c 31. a 41. b 51. b 61. d 71. d 81. c 91. b 
2. c 12. b 22. d 32. b 42. c 52. c 62. c 72. b 82. d 92. d 
3. b 13. b 23. b 33. d 43. d 53. c 63. b 73. d 83. b 93. c 
4. b 14. c 24. c 34. b 44. d 54. c 64. d 74. c 84. c 94. d 
5. d 15. a 25. b 35. a 45. b 55. a 65. c 75. b 85. d 95. b 
6. c 16. c 26. b 36. b 46. c 56. c 66. b 76. b 86. b 96. c 
7. d 17. a 27. c 37. c 47. d 57. b 67. d 77. c 87. b 97. a 
8. a 18. a 28. a 38. d 48. c 58. d 68. b 78. c 88. c 98. b 
9. b 19. c 29. c 39. a 49. b 59. a 69. d 79. d 89. a 99. b 
10. d 20. d 30. d 40. b 50. c 60. b 70. c 80. c 90. b 100. d 
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Give Reason 
1- The cell needs energy 

To carry out all its life activities and survive 

2- The cell allows water to go outside it 

To keep the water balance on both sides of the cell membrane  

3- You cannot see the body of a bacteria with your naked eye 

Because it consists of only one cell that cannot be seen by 

naked eyes 

4- Scientists tend to use microscope in their research 

to discover more information about the cell and exchange these 

information  

5- We must rotate the coarse focus and fine focus during 

examining a sample under microscope  

To see a clear image for the sample under the microscope 

6- Cats are considered as multicellular organisms 

Because their bodies consist of many cells 

7- Plant cells can make photosynthesis process 

Because they have chloroplasts on plant cells 

8- Both of endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi apparatus are 

involved in transportation process inside and outside the cell  

Because endoplasmic reticulum transports protein inside the 

cell and Golgi apparatus transports different materials between 

the cells and out of the cell 
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9- Plant cells have a definite shape 

Because the plant cell is surrounded by cell wall which gives it 

the definite shape 

10- Chlorophyll absorbs the energy of the sunlight 

To make the food of the plant through the photosynthesis 

process 

11- Mitochondria act as electric power stations in cities 

Because they provide the cell with its needed energy 

12- Vacuoles act as storehouses in cities 

Because they store nutrients, water, and waste materials 

13- Some cell biologists work with doctors 

       To watch how cells can work to repair body parts or how 

cells respond to different medicines 

14- We must stain cells before examining them under microscope  

Because cells are usually clear and colorless, so it is hard to see 

them under microscope 

15- Digestive system helps skeletal system in fracture healing 

Because it provides the skeletal system with nutrients needed 

for fracture healing 

16- The nerve cells in the nervous system need nutrients 

To perform their functions 

17- The importance of nervous system for the muscles of heart  

Because it controls the movements of heart muscles  

18- Muscle cells are in the form of long fibers 

To allow movement 
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19- Muscle cells don’t work alone 

Because the size of the muscle cell is very small  

20- Skeletal system cannot do the function of movement without 

muscular system 

Because skeletal muscles that is attached to bones of skeletal 

system allow bones to move  

21- Cardiac muscles are considered as involuntary muscles 

Because they move automatically, and you cannot control their 

movement 

22- Cardiac muscles contract and relax without stopping  

To allow the heart pumps the blood carrying oxygen to all the 

body cells 

23- The muscles that surround the eyeball are considered voluntary 

muscles 

Because you can control the movement of the eyeball muscles 

24- When the body faces a danger, the heartbeats increase 

Because endocrine system secretes hormones which cause 

increasing of heartbeats rate to face danger 

25- The body needs to convert complex food into simpler 

substances  

Because the body cells need these simpler structures to get 

energy and grow  

26- Saliva plays an important role in digestion of food inside the 

mouth 

Because saliva softens the food and start breaking down it 
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27- Stomach secretes a digestive fluid when the food reaches it 

To allow more food breakdown 

28- Walls of small intestine contain blood vessels 

To carry the nutrients to all body parts 

29- Undigested food becomes solid mass inside the large intestine 

Because the large intestine absorbs most of water from the 

undigested food 

30- The liver and muscles convert the stored glycogen into glucose 

sugar 

To provide the body with its needed energy 

31- Importance of excretion process to your body 

It collects the waste materials produced by the cells and 

removes them from the body to keep it healthy 

32- The digestive system does not share in excretion process 

Because it does not work on the waste materials produced from 

burning food inside the body cells 

33- The two kidneys contain many nephrons 

To filter the blood and remove harmful substances from the 

body 

34- Formation of urea inside the human body 

Due to the break down proteins inside the body cells 

35- Blood cells and proteins cannot pass through the kidney’s 

nephrons 

Because blood cells and proteins are large 

36- Diabetic must give themselves regular shots of insulin 

To regulate the sugar level in blood  
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What happens  

1- If there is much water enters the cell 

The cell will swell until it bursts 

2- If the cell does not get its needs of nutrients, oxygen, and water 

The cell cannot get its needed energy and will die 

3- If the number of cells is increased in the body of a baby 

The baby will grow  

4- If scientists were not invented the microscope 

They could not discover more information about the tiny 

particles and cells 

5- If you examine a sample of plant cells using the low power 

objective lens of microscope 

You will see the cells in small size 

6- If there are no chloroplasts inside the plant cells 

Plant cells cannot make photosynthesis process 

7- If selective permeability feature is absent from cell membrane 

The cell cannot control the substances that enter or leave the 

cell 

8- If sugar does not reach mitochondria inside the cell 

Mitochondria cannot make cellular respiration and cannot 

provide the cell with its needed energy 

9- If the animal cell is surrounded by cell wall 

The animal cell will have a definite shape 
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10- If there are no chloroplasts in plant cells 

Plant cells cannot make their own food by photosynthesis 

process 

11- If there are no bones found in the body of the cat 

They body of the cat will not have a definite shape 

12- If we stain the nucleus of cheek cells with methylene blue 

We can see the nucleus of cheek cells as a blue area 

13- To the brain of a cyclist when he is exposed to a dangerous 

situation 

The brain sends a signal to the muscles to contract and allow his 

body to face the danger 

14- To your leg if the muscles found in it are damaged 

The leg cannot move 

15- To the muscles in front of the upper arm and muscles in the 

back of the upper arm when the forearm moves down away 

from your shoulder 

The muscles in the front of the upper arm relax while the 

muscles in the back of the upper arm contract 

16- To the human body if the cardiac muscles don’t contract and 

relax for a long period of time 

The heart cannot pump the blood that carries oxygen to all 

body cells and the human will die 

17- To the human body when the heartbeats increase during 

danger  

The heart pumps more blood to the muscles, the heart and 

other organs and the blood pressure increases 
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18- To the lungs when the diaphragm muscle contracts 

The lungs take in the air rich in oxygen gas 

19- If complex nutrients don’t convert into simple substances inside 

your body 

They cannot be used by body cells to get energy and grow 

20- If saliva is not secreted during chewing the food inside your 

mouth 

The food cannot be soften and chemical break down will not 

happen 

21- If pancreas and gall bladder don’t secrete their enzymes in 

small intestine 

The chemical breakdown of food will not happen 

22- If your body does not get rid of waste 

The body will get sick 

23- If the blood that carries waste materials passes through 

nephrons of the two kidneys 

The blood will be filtered from harmful substances  

24- If the blood does not pass through the two kidneys during its 

circulation inside the human body 

The blood will not be filtered from the waste materials and the 

body will get sick 

25- If the pancreas does not make its function correctly  

The person will be infected with diabetes disease 

 

 



1- Choose the correct answer : 
1- The……………………………….. bulding unit of living organisms 

body  
a- Digestive                b- cell           c- tissue                    d-organ   

2- An unaided human eye can’t see all the following except : 
a- An onions                   b- skins cell       c- bacterial cell           d-bird un 

ferterilized egg cell 
3- The ………………regulate the substance enter or leave the cell  

b- Nucleus     b- plasma membrane          3-  cell well              d- cytoplasm 
   

2- Write the scientific term : 
1- The basic structural and building units of life (                     )                        
2- They are living organisms and their body consist of only  

one cell (                          ) 
3- The small device used to see very small object            (             )                                        
4- It’s a gas which the cell need to get energy and perform its vital 

activities (                                ) 
5- They control the substance enter or leave cell (                 )               
 

3- Give reason : 
1 -Bacteria is unicellular organism? 

 

2 -The cell membrane is very important to cell? 
 

 
 

4 – What happen : 

Too much water enter the cell? 



Q 1-Write scientific term : 
1-The device Robert hooke used to observe the cell (                          ) 

2-Its gelatinous liquid which is found inside the cell (                        ) 

3- they are organelles that provide cell with the needed energy (                        ) 

Q2 –put true or false 

1- Bacteria and rabbit are multicellular organisms (   ) 
2- The human body contain about 40 million cell (   ) 
3- Selective permeability feature through the cell wall (      ) 
4- The body of living organisms that contain complex system (    ) 
5- Mitochondria convert sugar inside the cell into the needed energy to 

make the cell to do its vital processes  
 

Q 3- choose the correct answer  

1-stomach is composed of a group of different  

a- System            b- organs                    c- tissues              d- cell 

2- the organelles which control substance enter leave  

a- Mitochondria             b- cytoplasm           c- plasma membrane  

3-all other cell parts float in  

a- Chloroplasts        b- mitochondria             c- cytoplasm  

Q 4- give reason  

1- Plant has definite shape  

 

2- Bacteria is unicellular 



Q1 : write scientific term of the flowing : 

1-it surround the plant  cell to give definite shape (                     ) 

2-it is green pigment which absorbs the energy of sunlight to make photosynthesis 
process (                     ) 

3- the organelles that provide the cell with needed energy (                 ) 

4- an organelle which help in assembling and transporting protein 

(             ) 

5- it’s a gelatinous liquid which is found inside the cell (                ) 

Q2 :put (√ ) or (×) 
1-Respiratory system consists of a group of different organs to do function of 
respiration process                  (    ) 

2- selective permeability feature take place through the cell wall (           ) 

3- cellular respiration take place inside cell by the help of Golgi apparatus (      ) 

4- the animal cell is characterized by large sap vacuole  (               ) 

5- both plant cell and animal cell contain cell membrane ,cell wall ,mitochondria () 

Q 3:choose the correct answer : 
1-The structure of plant made of cellulose is the …………. 

A-cell membrane                              b- cytoplasm  

C-cell wall                                     d –nucleus  

2-plant cell has ability to make the photosynthesis process due to the presence of 
……. Inside it  

a- Chloroplasts      b-nucleus     c- cell wall         d- cytoplasm 



3-the structure which is found in the cell of banana tree leaf and not found in the 
cell of a cat is …………… 

a- Nucleus      b- Golgi apparatus      c- cell membrane        d-cell wall 

4-all the following are from character of chloroplasts except that……….. 

a-they are sac like organelles                   b-they contain tiny green granules  

c-they are found in both plant and animals      d-they contain chlorophyll pigment  

Q4 :give reason : 

1-mitochondria act as electrical power station in cities? 

……………………………………………………………………. 

2-vacuoles act as store  house in cities ? 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-plant cell has a definite  shape  

…………………………………………………………. 

Q5 :what happen ; 

1-there is no chloroplasts in plant cell  

………………………………………………………………………. 

Q 6:complete: 



score  

 


